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IN1'HO.CJJCTION
This study will focus on the development of AndrevJ
•·

Jackson's attitudes tov1ard the American India_l'l and the effect

r

= -------

of these attitudes on the shaping of official United States
policy to·Nard the Indians.

his pre judices l-Jere acquired and his personality 'tv'-'.s formed.
Chapter I

deals with Jackson's early life as a young

frontiersman, politic ian and Indianu·fighter.

His championing

of the rights of the westerner, his attitudes toward the
Indian and his love for the martial spirit led hil'n into the
'I'cnnesscc militia e..nd the United States Arr,ly du.r;1ng the

Indiari wars.

The military period of Jacks6n 1 s life also is

covered in Chapter I.
Chapter II discusses the problems arising from the
contact betHeen the Ainerican colonist and the lndia.."l as the.
white frontier pressed against end into Indian lands.
Jackson agreed with the general political justification for
expansion:·

that the fr.·ontier must be advanced to provide

security for settlements and. far·ms.

The a.vere.ge frontiersrnan

l<rould add that expansion alzo brought land into the hands of

those l·Jho were meant to use it.

Though acquisition of

additional land tvas usually a result rather tha.n a cause of
war, few would deny that getting it by conqus3t was more

des1.rable than buying it.

1---

v

With the cry for removal reaching a crescendo 1 the
advocates fot.md their champion in

Andre·~oJ

J a.ckson.

implement the final solution to the Indian problem.

He \-Jould
Chapter

III dea1s v.Jith the Iridian removai policy and \-Jith Jackson 1 D
e.dminis tration of removals, the dominant Indian feature of
his presidency.

Thepollcy is described in detail, and the

various attempts to justify it are considered.
An importa.'J.t part of the removal story involves the
relationship betv.Jeen the federal gover11..ment and the states,
the subject of Chapter IV.

Jackson believed in the basic

rights of states and had no desire to increase the power of
the national government at their expense.

In the controversy

over Indian lands, he felt that tl-:e states had jurisdictionG
This attitude set the stage for his refusal to come to the
aid of the Indians, in spite of treaty obligations to them.
Chapter IV also covers the reaction to the removal policy
by the public a.YJ.d by the Indians.

Jackson's tendency to contradict himself is much in
evidence in his Indian attitudes and policies.
attempts to shm-J that he i-Ja.s a pragmatist.

Chapter V

He v1a.s \-Jilling to

do whatever was necessary to accomplish his ends, even if it
meant completely reversing a principle tha.t he had previously
taken great pains to defend.
In Chapter VI, conclusions are drawn on the effects
of Jackson's Indian attitudes on the people of his own day

v:l

and on generations that follo·vJed.

Finally, a...D attempt is·

mRde to explain Hhy tTacks on felt and acted as he did in his
relationships with the Indians.

This section also deals

with the charge that he was a racist and that he held the
IndiD.n in contempt as an inferior human being.
Since the study is concerned primarily 11ith Jackson's
attitudes, the principal sources consulted were his letters
and speeches.

Pub1J.shed collections of Jackson's -vwrks

proved especially valuable.
C~~PC?.nd~£££

Particularly helpful were

of Andrew !!ackson, volumes I, II and III,

edited by Jor..n S. Bassett and J. F. Js.meson and

III, edj.tod by James D. Hichardson.

!

Cor.!£!}-ntL'2.!J.

'l'o record the response

to Jackson's Indian policies, contemporary nevJspapers 1-1ere
consulted, especially the Nev.1 York EVQ.IJ:ing

£.9.~·

Secondary

sources t.Jere examined for detail and description rathm"'
than for analysis.
One conh"'i'lent should be made concerning quotations from
Ja~kson's personal letters.

Although Jackson was a poor

speller and often made grammatical mistakes in his correspondenee, his letters are quite understandable, so no attempt
has been made to correct these errors.
I am especially grateful to Dr. Ronald H. Limbaugh for
his guidance in the preparation of this paper.
ere due to Dr. R. Coke Wood and Dr. R.
thei.r suggestions and encouragement.

w.

rrhanks also

Van Alstyne for

~~

CHAPTEH I
ANDREW JACKSON:

FHONTIEHSl1AN
1,\:.~~.
'\) t \

When Andreu Jackson became 1 President, his attitudes
towaPd the Indian were well-developed.

These attitudes had

been formed on the frontier where, as a young man and a
commander of militia, Indian problems

~Jere

part of daily

life.
I.

EARLY LIFE ON 'l1HE lt,RONTIER

Andrew Jackson was born on the Carolina frontier and
spent his childhood there.
shock~

He

~~~as

exposed early to th.e

of living on the edge of civilization, constantly in

danger of Indian attack.

As a child, he learned tio 1<5.-.)k on

the Indian as an enemy.
He learned also that all men

South Carolina baqli:W()(Ids, t:b.e .. :young Jackson
offered for sale.

equal.

~~!~_~ot

SEi!:~

In the

)l!:;Jgr(J _slaves

He was aTrJ.a.re that earlier attempts. to

'-------------.. ··-·-.- .. -- ,.,.~-----~----- ---· -· ~--··•¥·""~----··'·

enslave the peaceful Indie.ns had been abandoned only after
they had curled up and died ln their bondage.

Jackson grew

. ---------·:- ~------~---r-·------

up, believing that both Indian and NegrD-were 1nfer1or.
Ji~~kson' s atti t.udes tm-Jard the Indian rJere further
c.---

influenced by his status as a land

------·-·-

o~ner.

1·r
I' arqu.-1 s .J. ames, 'l'he Life of Andrew Jackson (Garden
City, New York: Garden Ci t'y -Fi.tSlisliing-Company·-;-Tnc., 19 38),

P• 14, cited hereafter as Life.

,,------~-----~----------------

--------------

2

prope1•ty ovmer at the age of three years when his mother
transferred to his name title to some propet•ty she had
inherited at his father's death.

As he accumulated mor•e

land, he also acquired the views of the frontier farmer ·1-1ho
was always eager. to expand his holdings by pushing the Indian
back into the wilderness.
In 1788, while still a young man, Jackson

trekk~cl.

to

/

the western regions of Tennessee where he made his home.
Tennessee then ·vJas on the edge of settled country.

There

Jaclraon became a frontiersman in every sense of the term.

He

supported expansionist land policies and favored military
expeditions when necessary to put down Indian resistance to
expansion.
Jackson

~as

not a mere spectator to Indian troubles.

He often was personally involved.

In one instance, a wagon

tr•a.in in

~-Jhich

attack.

It vHJ.s Jackson who alerted the train and prevented

a massacre.

he was traveling was threatened by Indian

He learned later that four hunters were scalped

on the spot a few hours after the caravan had left.

2

He

never forgot this experience.
During the late 1780's and early 1790 1 s, Indian
hostilities on the frontier increased as white pressure for
Indian lands mounted.
2

Frontiersmen expected

:Narquis James, !!_Lf~, PP• 10, 47.

~he

new federal

3
government to supply the strong backing they had lacked while
the country was under the Articles of Confederation.3

In

spite of attempts of the federal govermnent to establish a
sot.md Indian policy, frontier disturbances continued both
north and south .of the Ohio River.

Military force had to be
lt
used to restrain the Indians and defend the whites.
Until the mid-1790's, the northern Indians were largely

successful in resisting the increasing intrusions on their
lands.

'l'heir spirits llfted by these· victo1•ies, the Indians

on the Kentucky and Tennessee frontiers also resisted v-Jhite

.

expans~on.

troubles.

5

Jackson was in the midst of these Indian·

On an average of once in ten days throughout 1789,

someone was killed by Indians within a few miles of Nashville
where Jackson made his home.

In that year, he joined a

militia company to relieve a settlement besieged by Indians.
~'---

Then~ackson,leading

a group of nineteen others in pursuit of

the attackers, surprised and defeated them. 6
During this period of frontier turmoil, westerners
became increasingly dissatisfied with the national
will.iam T. Hagan, Arneri-?-a~ _Ig_qJ~n~ (Chicago: The
Uni vel'S ity of Chicago· Press, 19oil, pp. L~9- 50.

3

.t~'Tie.~. t£.E.!;~ _!ndi~ Poli£Y.: in the
~~rl~~:~ffe~efi:~e~~~~~r~~~£St~ct¥~~~~f>-~I~:y~~~i~y_ rr>_e~l3 1 19_~?l_,__
4Francis l'aul Prucha,

__

5Hagan,
6

Ame~icaQ IQ£~, PP~ 50, 51.

Marquis James, Life, p.

58.·

--------

goyernment's apparent lack of concern for their problems.
S9me began to feel that

alliance

s.n

Orleans perhaps Hould brlng peace.
Jackson expressed

conc~rn

1-1i

th the Spanlsh in

L

NeH

In a letter to a fr•iend,

'
that Indian problems could prove
a

threat to the Union:
••• the Indians appear• Verry Troublesome the Frontier
u---------~D-i--S-G-G-bl-P-a-g-~Gl.-a-Jl(J-GF€}-a-k4;-n-g-a~nEl-nta-m-b-e-r--s~1e-a-v-l-n-g-t-he-----------

Territory and moving to Kentucky, th:is Country is
Declining fast, and unless Congress lends us a more
ample protection this Country will have at length tO.
bre~k ~r se7k a protection from other source than t~w
present •.•• ~
,
II.

FRONTIER ARISTOCRAT AND POLITICIAN

Jackson often has been pictured as a r•ough .frontiersman, a man of the people, a lo\vly commoner who achieved the
heights of the White House.
commoner• he was not.
e.ristocr·at.

He was

A frontiersman he was, _but a

:···· ·······--· .• -····-···· --.--- --···--··-·· ...

"''"''""

'"

................. -""""""""'"- '·'. "'"""

a--~~~~-- owning,

slB_V:~:P-<:>JSt~ng

_

He practiced law and engaged in the most obvlous

avenue to riches on the frontiert

land speculation.

---·------~---.--..,. ___ __...._.~.,~-~ ~r""''-• ._.,~0> ,_.-,'

~~n.g~~ _. ar;:~ ....~.?~9: __ .ll}~~S! t~~~~-~nds -~E- ~~~-~.~-~)Jackson
tim~

""'"·----------

He

....... ~'----'~--••

still found

to engage in his favorite sport of horseracing.

Even

his bloodless duel with another lawyer shortly after his
arrival on the frontier affirms his aristocratic bearingso
Frontj.ersmen normally fought with their fists rather than
7 To John r1cKee, Hs.y 16, 1794. JohnS. Bassett and
J. F. Jameson (eds.), Corresnondence of Andrew Jackson
(Washington: Carnegie YnstTtution~of Tlashington, 1926)", I,
p. 13, hereafter cited as Cor£~~.9. D.9.E.nc~-·-

/)

l.

with pistols vnd prided themselves more on physical prowess
than upon manners.

It was clear that Jackson had set himself
8
up in the West as a ngen.tlema.n."
He was not without political experience.

Before his

election to the Presidency, Jackson held several important
political offices, including United States Congressman,
United States Senator and Judge of the Tennessee Supreme
Court.

Although Jackson did not distinguish himself on the

floor of Congress, he did secure the passage of two measures .
which made him popular in Tennessee.

One was a bill to place

a regiment on the southern border of the state for protection
agalnst India.ns~ 9

He also secured compensation for militia-

men v.1ho had participated in an Indian raid that \vas not only
unauthorized by the government, but actually was contrary to
its orders. 10

Jackson never forgot his responsibilities to

his western constituents.
III.

JACKSOJPS MIIJITARY CAREER

Jackson's Indian attitudes were evident in his
militar>y career.

'l1his phase of his life brought him national

8Edward T. James (ed.)

The American Plutarch (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, T9b"4), PP• ItO,-r(cr,-hereafter
cited as .~Ir.!:.~.risan: .tl~.t~l·.t:2.h·
9 John Spencer Bassett, !,l,ie Lif.~ p:r Andre1tJ J~g_kso_g (Ne'v
York: The 1'1acmillen Company, 1c1I6)t; p. ji, hereaft-er cited as

i:

.--·-----·-----

6
fame and eventually

~elped

propel him into the White

Hous~.

In the years before the War of 1812, he s~rved as an officer
of Tennessee militia, charged
from Indian attack.

~·Ji th

protecting the frontiel'

;.

r

O((

Lf.\ter, as militia commander and United

States f.:rrny officer-, he led engagements in the souther•n.
United States in the Indian wars that precoded and then

mer·e:;ed Hith the ltlar• of 1812.
Indian troubles on the frontier provided an outlet for
Jackson's milltar•y ambitions.

'l'hree times duri.ng the ten

years that he served as corr.lTlandel' of the 'l'ennessee militia,
the t1•oops were called. on to be ready for an emergency.
each case, he met the requirements amply.

In ·

As each crisis

passed vJithout actual fighting, he accepted the result, but
his spirits chafed.

No commander ever longed more ardently
11
for the opportunity to express his military spirit.
Perhaps this explains v-Jhy he pursued Indians so relentlessly

-v1hen given the chance.

He wanted an opportunity to prove

himself.
Indian hostilities tapered off following the successful
campaigns of General Anthony Wayne in

179L~

and the signing of

the Treaty of Greenville in the following year •. ...IndiaQ
..
.

'".··~

attacks never ceased completely, hot-veveP, becau.se white
. ...
·-· ..... - ~------·-"'----· ----···-··
12"''
~resst:u~e for Indian_ lands continued to mount.

11

Correspondence, I, p. xiii~
Bassett,. ------------12.Pruc bla, Indian Policv, p. 1S6.
- - - - - · -·-.=..!..
l_, (\~7)

7
In 1811, as war with England appeared a distinct
poss~bility,

Indian attacks on the frontier flared up again.

Most westerners, i~cluding Jackson, believed that the
hostilities

cou~d

be laid directly at England's door.

'l'hev..

were sure that Eri tish agents were supply i.ng the Indians with
guns _and runJnuni tion and were sending them to attack the
frontier:.) Jackson refer1•ed to the situat:ton in a letter to
a militia officer:
••• In the West ••• excited by some secrete influence
the savage TomahaV-Jk and scalping knife is raised the
bloi-J is stl'Uk ~Jar save:g~ ~ has been commenced, .and He
have to regret, the loss of many of our brave country
men who ••. fell bravely by the hands of the deceitfull
and ruthless savages. 'rhe blood of our murdered fellow
citizens must be revenged •••• l3
vlilliam Hen:r•y Harrison, Governor of Indiana Terri tory
and victor of the Battle of 'J.lippecanoe, l"eflectt:ld the.
popular view of British involvement when he wrote that he had
found evidence following his campaigns that the Indians had
been completely armed and equipped from British stores.
solution to the Indian problem seemed simple.

The

The United

States must conquer Canada and end fox•ever the alliance
betHeen the Brl t:i. sh and the Indians .ll~
Jackson's response to news of the battle at Tippecanoe

13To James Hinchester, Division Orders, Hermitage,
November 28, 1811.

Bassett,

Corr~soon~~g~e,

I, p. 209.

l4Ray Allen Billington, ~vestl•lar9: Ex.E_§lns:i.~ (third
edition; New York: ·rhe Nacmillan Company,. 19'"bff, pp. 278··9.

8
illustrates both his military fervor and his intense feelings
of hostility toward Indians.

!j;r•r>oncously thinking that

I;

i

Harrison had lost the battle, Jackson wrote to him:.
Should the aid of: part of my Division be necesse.ry
to enable you to revenge the blood of onr brave heroes
who fell by the deceitfull hands of those unrelenting
barbarians, I will with pleasure march with five hundred
or one thousarid brave Tennesseans. The Blood of o~r

t'--------:r~-r_~: ~:-~-e~~-~-~~o:~bl.~~e 9 fa~~v~~~8~~e t-;:-;t~~~~+t-f-j_-c;u:gl~t - - - - - - - ' - = = = =
These sentiments are typical of Jackson 1 s Indian
attltudes.

He appeared to believe that justice meant not

merely redress of grievances; it meant revenge.

When Indians

violated the lands or persons of whites, all Indians, not

just those actually involved in the act of violation, were
responsible and must be dealt with severely.

He did not

consider .tt necessary to apply the .A...rnerican concept of
justice -- th£tt only the· per•petrato1•s should be punished for
crimes committed -- to the Indian.

On one occasion, learn:l.ng

that a white woman had been captured by a party of Creeks, he
prorn1.sed tho Governor of Tennessee that he would destroy the
Creek tmms, bur•n their homes, kill their warrior's s.nd lead

into captivity their wives and childrEm until the woman was
released and her captors surrendered.

16

In this lnsts.nce,

· lli am
. Henry .1'[I arr i son, INovem b e1.. .;':10 , 1811 •
Bt'l.s.:>ett, Corl'~ondence, I, p. 210.
l5rn:ro

~·ll

16·ro William
.
Blount, Nashville, July 3, 1 812.
Corr~0~~~n~~~£,

I; p. 230.

Bassett,

9
Jackson believed all Creeks were responsible for the acts of
R few a..·,Hi, therefore 1 a.ll were subject to punishment.

Jackson kept his troops mentally anj physically
prepo..rod for battle at a moment's notice.

Frequent skirmishes

served to encourage their fighting sp1ri t.

When .i.n camp and

waiting for orders, he spoke to them frequently, whetting
their desire for action.

He explained military objectives

and related these objectives to the personal interests of the
troops.

Since most of his men were westerners like himself,

he dwelt in his speeches on Indian depredat:i.ons and dangers

G..s 'tvell as on the Bri t:i.sh threat.

He spol{e of

th~

des ira-

bility of taking West Florida since its rivers and harbors
we1•e indispensable to the prosperity of 'l' onnessee.

Not only

would the 1dest benefit by removing the British fl'Om the
province, but the asylum from which Indians had been at.tacking
the Amer•i can frontier would be removed.

Jackson f'el t tha:t it

was especially important that they strike quickly befoJ:'o the
17
English Elppeared j_n great numbers to fortify the F'loridas. '
To build morale, Jackson did not hesitate to appeal to
the racial prejudices of his troops.

In an address to his

command, he spoke of:
••• Barbarians ••• bvh9_7 ••• were ignorant of the influence
of civilization and of _:Soverr..:ment, ••• Stapid mortals, •.•
So it r:w.s t ever be ••• .[the des true tion of the Indiani7 •..
vJhen p1•esmnption and ignorance, contend a6ainst bruvery

17 Bassett, Life,

p.

79.

10
and prudence. The fiends ••• will no longer murder our
Women and C~il§ren, or disturb the quiet of our
borders ••• Lf>u.t7 ••. our enemy are not sufficiently humble 1 d
since they do not sue for peace •••• Buried in ignorance
and seduced by their prophets, they have the weakness
to believe, they shall still be able to maintain a
stand against our arms. \-le m:Ust undece:t ve them •••• 1 8 ·
IV a

INDIAN ALLIES AND AUXILARIES

If Jackson was prejudiced, it did not prevent his

/c)

using Indians as soldiers and frequently welcoming them as '·
allies.

At. the same t:i.me, he openly concur•red in the opinion

of roost whites that little confidence should be placed in tho
~"dd

or friendship of Indians.

This apparently contr·a.dictory

attitude seems not to have bothered Jackson.

To

the

Governor of Tennessee, he wrote:
••• I do think that policy will dictate the propriety
of irilisting one nation against another. If they will
go to war, those that are not fo~ us must be against
us. If the /j] v-1ill attempt to deceive by part of a
nation holding out the olive branch whilst the others
are scalping us, let us make the aparent friends,
Join in punishing the hostile part •••• I believe self
interest and self preservation the most predominant
passion. fear is better than love with an indian ••.• 19

Scattered through Jackson's correspondence during his
career as an Indie.n fighter are references to the use of
Indians as allles or• mercenaries.

In a lette1•, he Hrote that

18 .Proclamat.ion by Jackson, Fort v.Jilliams, April 2,

1814.

Bassett, Co-'~re~ponden.ce, I, pp. 49L~-.5.

19rro William Blount, Nashville, June 17, 1812.
92.£..r._esl?_smdence, I, pp. 227-8.

Bassett,

I.

i1~---------

11
11

sevento")n Cherokees under the command of Col. Brown acted

l-Jith great bravery in the action" while others of the Na.tchez
20
tribe 11 distinguished themselves. 11
In other corresp·ondence,
after expressing the hope that ·a ce1•tain band of Choctaws
would remain attached to his command, Jackson described the
principal disadvantage in the use of Indian allies.
it difficult to keep them in the field.

11

He

found

As soon as they

pe1•form an excursion, and take a scalp, they muat go home e.nd
have a dnnce.
go home. 11

The greater part of those in the service t...Jill

In the same letter, Jackson wrote that "some

Chickasaws" were on their way to join his forces and that a
Colonel Hawkins had taken the field at the head of the
21
Friendly Creeks "to chastize some hostile Seminoles."

It

is obvious that different tribes generally ha.d no common
enemy, not even the \-Jhi te.

Jackson v1as skillful in

capitalizing on traditional jealousies when he planned his
campaigns and selected his fighting forces.
Jackson did not walt for higher authority to sanction
his use of Indian forces.

When challenged, he resisted any

official attempt to prevent their• employment.

Once, vJhen

questioned by an assistant district paymaster on his authority
20

1•o \Hlliam Blount, ·ren lsland Camp, November 4, 1813.
Ba.ssett, 2.QF.-!:~-~P.QA9.0n9_~, I, P• 34.1.
21 To SecretarY of State James l/Ionroe, Mobile, November
29, 18lq.• Bassett, QQ.~££.2r.l_de~9.:..C?_, II, ppo 101-2.

r

12

to have Indians and Negroes ·in the service, Jackson r•etorted:

I!~-------

Be pleased to keep to yourself your Opinions upon
the policy of making payments to particular Corps. I~
is enough f'or you to receive my order for the payment
of the troops with the necessary muster rolls without
inquiring whether the troops are white, Black, or
'.l'ea •••• You will, upon the reeeipt of this ••• Liiiuster l:i.sY
••• make p~2m~nt of the Choctaws upon the muster
rolls ••••

,--i ~

and even to praise their fighting qualities occasionally,
does .not mean that he was favorably disposed toward them.

He

did not feel ru.1y obligation to his Indian soldiers other than
the pay which he had promised to them.

C>

If his next assign-

ment required that he demand from his recent allies the
cession of the:l.r lands to the United States or even to make
war on them and seize their lands, he proceeded \vi thont
hesitation.

Jackson's participation in a campaign in the

Creek war in 1813 will illustrate this trait.
After defeating a large bartd of hostile Creeks with
the aid of friendly Indians from the same nation, Jackson
presided over the peace council at Fort Jackson.

Most of the

Indians who attended the council were friendly chieftains who
had fought on the side of the whites or had submitted peacefully as Jackson marched onto their lands.

Most who attended

l-1ere expecting to be rewarded for their friendship and
services to Jackson.
22

To

~v.

He surprised them by demanding the

Allen, December 23, 18lq.•

Bassett, Life, p. 1.57.

---------------------~-----
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cession of about one-half of the Creek
which

te~ritory,

occupied by these same friendly Indians.

vJaS

standa.bly, they protested.

some of

,-

-1,

Under-

J·ackson replied firmly that the

cession vJas necessary to separate the Creeks from the Spanish
to the soLtth and the Choctaw and Chickasav1 to the west..

If

the Indians refused the settlement, Jackson said the war would
be continued.
demands.

Baffled and in despair, they gave in to his

23
V.

THE VALUE OF INDIAN

~}HEA'riES

Jackson's willingness to act according to the requirements of the moment are nowhere more evident than in his
attitu~e

toward making treaties with Indians.

In principle

he was opposed to Indian treaties, but in practice he often
found it desirable to settle issues by treaty.

The first

reference to Indians in Jackson's published writings refers
to tho futility of contracting with them.

He expressed

doubt that further treaties should be attempted when he wrote:
••• not less than Twelve Men have been killed and
·Hounded in this Districk: one Question I would beg
leave to ask why do we now attempt to hold a Treaty
with them; have they attended to the Last Treaty;
I answer in the Negative then Hhy do we attempt to
Treat with Savage Tribe that will neither adhere to
---~---..------

2

3Bassett,

Corr~~~~g£~~~~' I, pp. xv-xviii.

I

I"

Treaties, nor to the law of

~ations

••.•

24

In addition to arguing often that Indian treaties were

i;

wor·thless because the Indians would not abide by them,
Jackson felt that the government'was too·inclined to punish
wrdtes for illegally entering Indian lands guaranteed by
tres.ty and for killing Ind:i.ans while overlooking crimes
2
committed aga:i.nst whites by the Indians. 5

~~ckson' s

dislike of Indian treaties did not deter him)

from negotiating v.Jith Indians when he saw a distinct
ad-vantage to be gained.

J 0\
' ··

In 1816, for example, traveling home

to Tennessee from NevJ Orleans,· he passed thr·ough Indian
country and, acting under broad authority from the federal
government, entered into a number of treaties to settle
claims.

From the Chj_ckasal..JS, he secured the relJ. nq.uishment

of ten million acres vJhich they claimed north of the

24To John NcKee, January 30, 17 9 3. Bassett,
Co!~r~?J.?.S>n0et]!'&_, I, p. 12.
The treaty to ~-Jhich Jackson refE'irs
is t.he treaty of 1791 bet~-Jeen the United States and the
Cheroli:ees. · 1'he tribe at that time occupied a tract of country
lylng within the limits of Georgia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, 'l'ennes see and Alabama.. In the treaty, the Ur:d. ted
States "solenmly guaranteed to the Cherokee Nation all their
lands not therein ceded." Charles Hat'ren, The Suoreme Court
1~ United s~ates H~_t_o:r:r (Boston: L:l.ttle, Browna:ildcompa·n~·;
1937), I, p. 729, hereafter cited as ~Q._£reme. Cour.E_. Actu.ally,
the tr·ea.ty had been broken first by the whites, not the
Indj_ans. George D. Harmon, ~ ixtr Y~§:~S o:( ]:ngJ:.~~g Aff_~i£E.
(Chapel Hill: The University o.f Nor·th carolina Press, 19Lil),
p. l~6, hereafter cited as Six1;£ Yea~~·

25 To
I, p. 13 •.

John HcKee, Nay 16, 1794.

Bassett,

Q9_rre~ondenc~,

Tennessee River.

Thess lands were in demand by the people of

F
,.

~wstern

I

Tennessee and appeared essentiEJ.l ·to future progress

of the state. ·

~I'hough

he thought little of the Ghickasal.-! claim

to the land~ for the s~ke o~ peace Jackson agreed to give them
ten thousand dolla:r•s a year fo:r' ten years as compensation for
the cession.

For similar reasons, he consented to give the

same q. inount to the Cherokees who insisted that part of the
ceded territory belonged to them.

Jackson was able to leave

/

thb Indian country feeling that he had been more than just to
/I

the tribes and, at the same time, had acquired valuable

'

territory for his fellow westerners.

26

In negotiating with Indians in 1816, Je.ckson was in
harmony with official government policy.

In that year, every

tribe within the domain of the United States was still
officially considered a sovereign nation.

The chief interes'c

of the federal government in secur-ing Indit:m treaties was to
maintain peace and promote trade,

27

In 1817, in a letter· to neHly-elected President Honroe,
Jackson explained his Indian polid.es and introduced a new
justification for abandoning Indian treaties.

He recommended

26

James Parton, Life of _And_rew Jacks_on (Boston: Ticknor
and Fields, 1B66), II, p. )3"6:- --

27 Thomas L. r1c.Kenney and J. HalJ., !Iisto£Y__Q.:f.

th~

Indian Tribes of North America (Philadelphia: Hice, Rutter
1B"6'5T~--y;· P:~viii.
McKenney \~as the superintendent of Indian trade in the War Departm·ent from 1816~1822 and
later> was head of the Office of Indian Affairs in the \var
Department.

a."nd.-c·o-mparly'

I
J--
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a depar·tur>e from the long-established policy of r;ecognizing
tribal sovereignty.

I

He reasoned that since Indians were

j,

subjects of the Unii;ed States:·

1-

••• then is it not absurd for the sovereign to
negotiate by treaty with the subject. I have always
thought, that Congress had as muchrlght to regulate
by acts of L-egislation, all Indian concer•ns as they
had of Territories; there is only this difference,

1----------'~tha-t.~t-he-inha.:.-1.:-t-c-w.t-t.~-o-.f'--lJ..LeTr-i-t-o-r-i-a-s~,~a-re~G-.3::-t-i-z-anHi'-t-he:-------

Uni. ted States and entitled to all the rights thereof,
the Indians are Subjects and inti tled ·Go their protection
and fostering care; ••• I would therefore contend that the
Legislature of the Union have the right to prescribe
their bounds at pleasure, and provide for their wants
and whenever the safety, interest or defence of the
country should render it necessary for the Government
of the United States to occupy and possess any part
of the 'J.'erritory, used by them for hun:ting, that they
have the right to take it and dispose of it •.••
Anticipating that friends of the Indians would argue that
Indians had become accustomed to being dealt with through
treaties, Jackson explalned that government 1-Jeakness had
required that the United States negotiate treaties with
Indians.

Now, the government had the strength to approach

Indian affairs more realistically.

28

In spite of these arguments, Jackson continued to make
treaties

with Indians •

~e tween

the years 1817 and 1829, he

negotiated with each of the major Indian nations in the South:
Cherokee, Creek) Chi ckasmJ, CheetaH and Seminole.

'rhe

formula. for each negotiation followed the sa.rne pattern.

'J.'he

------·-----·28

1817.

To the President, James Monroe, Nashville, March
Bassett, g_<2E£..~.~por~§en~~.' II, pp. 277-8.

4,
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Indians '!.-Jere told that they Here not sovereign and that they
could no longer live as independent nations within the
bortndaries of the

~hite

settlements.

They had the choice

either of remaining as farmers ori six hundred and forty acres
for each family, subject to the laws of the state, or of
maint~dn

moving beyond the Mississippi vJhere they could
identity as a nation.

their

Jackson recognized that the threat to

Indian nationhood HO.S an effective incentive for emigrat:i..on.
. d l"t. cons1s
. t en tly 1n
. th e nego t"1a t"1ons. 29
li.e use

1Jackson realized that Indian trea'Gies were a practical
necessity.

As the frontier moved westward, the acquisition

of land by the United States usually Has f'or>malized by
negotiriting treatits with the retreating Indians.
Jackson's

at~itudes

toward the Indian showed him to

be a product of his age and his environment.

rrhe. fr•ontier

troubles vtl1ich he witnessed were but the latest in approxima.tely two centuries of conflict bett,wen Indian and t.Jhite.
~eo

understa1'1d Jackson's views, one must be a\<Jare of the

nature of the antagonism between the two races.
29.
F. M. Binder, "The Color Problem in Early National
America as VieHed by John Adams, Jeffel'sori and Jackson"
(unpublished Doctor's thesis, Columbia University, 1962),
p. 209.

,_
i'
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CfiAPTEH II

THE INDIAN PROBLEM
The origins of Indian conflict can be traced to the

earliest contacts betr:Jeen Eu!'opean colonists and the native
Amel'lcans.

Though

~he

relationship vJas not immecU.ately

antagonistic, it soon became obvious that the aborigines wer•e
in the way.

They >vere obstacles to progress, obstacles t.Jhich

must bo cleared as the oak forests must be cleared to make
way for civilization.
I.

CLEARING '!'HE LAND

-The Indians· v1ere not blind to the ambitions of the

white man. 1

They were aware that they were being pushed off

their ancestral lands, but they were puzzled by the colonist
who \.Jas frd.endly at one moment and hostile the next.
Wearying of intermittent wars which he could not understand,
fOl" example, King Powhatan was reported to have said to
Capta:i.n John Smith of the Virginia colony:

"Why should you

tali"e by force from us tha.t v.Jhich you can obtain by love?

\vhy

should you destroy us who have provided you with food? ••• "2

--·------··1

Terms such as 11 v-:hi te, 11 11 colonist 11 and 11 settler'" refer
to the irlhabitant of European origin living in vJhat is novJ
the United States.
2
William Brandon! '1 !}~ p.m.~.r..!g-.?r.1 He~_i:Is.8~:. __?ook of k_
1 _n,_~:ln'an,~
(New York: American Her1 tage Pu6l1sn1ng "Company, Inc., J.;u
p. 16_5.
1
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Most of the differences between colonists and Indians
concePned cle.ims on land.

For the American colonist, land

ovmership meant more than a mere claim.

His conception of
-----

ownership required that the land be used as a European used
land.

It must be brought into cultivation.

If land was not

growing crops, it was "empty," therefore, available •.
To the land-use concept, the English colonist added
the idea of mission.

God had given him this new country, and

h& would have it, even if it meant driving away those who
possessed the land.
Indians had a different idea of land use..

They

believed that a particular tribe could have paramount claim
on land (for hunting grounds, for example), but O\vncrship Has
never VElsted in an individual.

Whites often wer'e able to

acquire Indian lands by finding those in the tribe, usually
chiefs, who would agree to alienate the land in return for
personal gain. 3

There is reason to doubt that the chiefs were

a.Hare that they were alienating the ls.nd vJhen they signed a
document.
II.

EXPANSION JUS'l'IFIED

As Indian lands were acquired by the vJhites, the frontier advanced.

The person to benefit most directly by the

3~:he term

11

chiefn held different meanings for the I nd1 an
and white. To the white, the chief was a leader Triho cou1.d
speak for and bind the tribe with his actions. In fact, the
chief had little personal authority within the tribe and ha~ no
authority to bind the tribe to eny agreement with outsider~.

'·

-----
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expansion was the frontier farmer.

land, and he favored policies that would
Indians

J-::

He was hungry for new
~ontinue

'

to push

into the wilderness.

fal~ther

·Indian troubles were common throu.gho ut ·the colonial
period as the frontiersmen pressed against Indian lands.

To

secu.re the expanding settlements from Indian attack, colonial
governments tried earnestly to find effective means of dealing
with the Indians.
called in

17.54

One notable attempt was the Albany Congress,

at the order of the British government.

It was

apparent at the meeting that both whites and Indians wished
to settle the conflict.
answers.

The Indians, like the whites, had no

Also, like the whites, they had complaints,

Indian at the

m~eting,

.An

responding to the encroachment of both

the British and the French on Indian hunting lands, voiced
his frustration:
vle dont know what you Christians, English and French
together, intend, we are so harrass 1 d in by both, that
we have hardly a hu.nting place left. In a little while
if we find a bear in a tree there will immediately
appear an oHner of the ·land to challenge the property,
and hinder u.s from killing it, which is our livelyhood.
We are so perplexed bptween both that we hardly know
what to say or think.4

vies tern expansionists raised the issue of frontier
security during the War of 1812.

Since Americans blamed the

B. 0 1 Callaghan ( ed.) , Dog_u.ments Re 1a t i-np; to th~
golgn:t.al_ £!:~_story_ of t:b.._~ St~-~ of Neli..I.9L1s (Albany, N. Y.,
iEf5i=-B7l, VI, p. BT.3, quoted in R. 1ri. Van Alstyne, IJ.'he
~is.J.:~_g Ame.~i:_ca~ £!~2ir~ (Oxford: Basil BlachJell, 196-6)-,

4E.

p. l,:J.
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BI•i tlsh for i.nci ting Tecumseh's Indians to attack the

r:'

frontier, the conquest of Canada seemed to Har.rison, Clay and

I

others to be the one way to "extinguish the to1•ch that lights
up savage Y.Jarfare."
anti~expansionists

British :i.nci tement.

But Indian host il:i. ty, as contemporary
pointed outJ was not due primarily to
Instead, it was fundamentally the result

of the American policy of pressing agg1•essively onto Indian
lands.5
Andrew Jackson agreed that Indian lands mu.st be

~\
\

acquired for the sake of frontier peace and security.

As '

early as 18li.J., he recormnended that the Cherokee and Chicka.sa1-1
claims be extinguished in the state of tennessee.

He was

particulrtrly concerned with the attacks made on vJhltes who
were passing through Indian territories:
••• It can be with truth said to the chikesaws you
have proved to us, that you· cannot pi'otect the whites
on the roads through your country. The enemy you
have permitted to pass through your nation have
killd and pllli'lder our citizens, carried off our
1-10men and chi ld.rcn captives. We must therefore
extend dur settlements to the mississippi, to cut off
all communication of the sou.thern trlbes 1.-1 i th that of
the north, and give to our citizens perfect safety in
pa.sslng ·through their country ••••
But Jackson added that

11

we must give them a fair compensation

for a surrender of their right."

;;Albert K. Weinberg,

6

Na!l~f~!:;'t

Nass.: Peter Smith, 1958), p. JbS.

Des!:illJ.. ( Gloucestex•,

6To Major-General Thomas Pinckney,.Nashville, May 18 1
Bassett, .9.9..~"£_e~po~5~.~~~' II, p. 3.

-

------------------------
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Jackson's theory of compensation did not apply to land
that had been taken from Indians in battle.
conquered land
7
conquest."

"ri~htfully

In his opinion,

belongs to the United States by

r-1

)

l'he extent to 'tvhich Jackson \<Iould go to secure the

\..~~··

frontier by the seizure of Indian land can be illustrated
by revie-vdng the peace terms which he imposed on the Indians
at F'ort Jackson in 181!1. ending the Creek
the

~ar

l~ar.

To pay for

and to prevent the possibility of future war, the

United States, said Jackson, would have to indemnify itself
lvi th land from the whole Creek people.

He demanded the

surrender of twenty-three million acres, half of the ancient
Creek lands.

'l'he terri tory which Jackson deme.ndeci no1-1

comprises one-fifth of the state of Georgla and thPea-fifths
of Ala.bama.

There was little distinction made in the

confiscation between lands of friend and

foe~

Nearly half

of the territory demanded belonged to tribes who had been
I

~-

loyal and fought for the United States during the Har of 1812. I
\

Jackson later wrote to his wife, Rachel, that a
"disagreeable bus inas s" \<las done and
would feel for them. n

11

1 know your humanity

In splte of this

sho1~

of compe.ssion,

Jackson had no reirets for his part in th6 treaty-making.

He

had done what he felt was necessary to protect the interests

18ll.j..

7'l'o Major-General 1'homas Pinckney,. Nashville, Hay 18,
Bassett, CQX:£.9..8'22..:1.9_~_t}~~, I I, p. 3.
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of the

~Jester·ner

and the United States.

In his opinlon, the

acquisition of Indian lands was the only way to remove the
Indian menace from the frontier.

·.

8

Some federal officials did not agree that the Indians
inevitably must give

to the t-ihites.

~-Jay

'l1 hey

sincerely

wished to abide by treaties in which the United States
pr·oraised to prevent settler•s from encroaching on Indian lands.
For exrunple, in 1816 the United Et.ates Secretary of 1t!ar
ordered Jackson to remove settlers from reserved lands and to
prevent white entry into the area.

The Secretary instructed

him to use force, if necessary, and to burn the settlers'
cabins after their expulsion. 9
Jackson objected.

He was a loyal public servant, but
(')

by no means s. doci.le one.

He replied:

••• the people of the west will never suffer any
Indian to inhabit this country .again, that has been
for thirty years the den of the murderers of there
wives, and helpless infants, and on tho conquest of
which, and for there security hereafter, they shed there
blood and suffered privation. I tell you fl'ankly they
never vJill unless coerced by Government, and when this
is attempted I fear it i..Jill lead t~o scenes that vdll
make hurno.n natLtre shudder. I might not -be' mistaken
if I was to say, it may lead to the destruction of the
whole cherokee nation, and of course to a civill war •••. 10
8

Harquis J a.rnes,

.

Lif~,

pp. 176-9.

9secretary Crawford to Jackson, Department of War,

January 27, 1816. (The t:Pi.be and its location ,,1e:>e not
mentioned in the letter). Bassett, f.orreSf20fl..g_en9_<t, II, :p. 227.
10

'ro S ecr·etary Crawford, Nashville, Jtme 13 (?) , 1816.
Bassett J C~I:_:re~_pon(.t~_ll9_E?._, I I, p. 2LJ.8.

.

~-

1~

The Secretary insisted that his orders be executed,
i

pointing out to Jackson that the settlers were fully aware

I'
'·

that they were bret:J.king the laH when they moved onto the
11
Indian lands.
Unfor~m1.ately, Jackson's published Hri tings
do not include any indication of his response to this letter.

I

Years later, a.s President of the United States,
Jackson expressed regret in an.annual message that whites
found :i.t necessary to subdue the Indians.

But as a. Tennessee

I

frontiersmen, he had been in th& forefront in putting them
down.

1~en

Tennessee waged and won the Creek war in,l818,

it had definite objectives:

to break the Spanish-Indian

alliance, to bring the Creek trade into American· instead of
Spanlsh hands, to gai.n

compl~;te

military ascendancy ovop the

Creeks, to open and make safe the route from 'I'erillessee to the
Gulf through Creek country, t.o acquire rich lands for settlement and to plant J.\.merican power so strongly on the Florida
borde:r• that the fn ture expu.lfd.on of Spain .from Florida might
be an easy task.

Jackson was a willing instrument to

a.ccomj_)llsh these objectives.

With his help, Lmerican

national interests expanded at the expense of the Indians.

---------11

Secretary Crawford to Jackson, Wnr Department,
July 1, 1816. Bassett~ C~£rl?,.~Onde~, II, p. 251.
12
Bassett, !:~f~, p. 119.
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CHAP'l'ER III

INDIAN REMOVAL

..T&ckson 1 s

attitt~des

toward the Amerlcan IndJ.e.n did not
~;he

change :not:l.co&.bJ.y after his election to the presidency.

m.ost.lmportant fe.9.tu.re of' his administr2.ti.on, so far as the
Indian was concerned, was the removal of tribes from their
ancee.tral ho:mes in the country east of the N:i.ssissippi to

lands west of that r•iver.
felt that he

1-1as

In u::L•ging Indian removal, J·e.ckson

continuing a long-·establ:tshed poliey.

In

·his Second Annual Message, which he delivered on December 6,

1830, he wrote:
It gives me pleasure to announce to Co.ngr·es s that
the benevolent policy of the Governm.ont, steadily
pursued for nearly thirty years, in relation to
the r•emovnl of the Indians beyond the Hhite settlements is approaching to a ha.ppy consumms.tion •••• 1
I.

Al~

ATTr£UlJE AND A POLICY

Thomas Jefferson was· one of the earliest promihent
advocates of Indian removal.

Jefferson had been under severe

pressure to satisfy the land hunger of frontiersmen who ware
susceptible to talk of the advantages of secession.
pl'e.sent.ed an especially thorny problem.

Georgia

'l'he Yazoo land

26
controversy had angered many Georgians.

They were aroused

ove-n. . the fraudulent sale of twenty million acres of land by
a corrupt Georgia legislature to the Yazoo companies •. In
1802, Georgia ceded her. wes te1~n terri tory, which included the

Yazoo· lands, to the United· States.

As a partial payment for

the cession, the United States had promised to extinguish the
Indian titles to land within the boundaries of that state as
early as it could do so reasonably and peacefully.
the

~romise

Although

did not specify that the Indians were to be

removed from Georgia, both Georgians and Indians recognized
this implication.

vn thin

a year' Jefferson had formulated

plens to move the Indians west of the Mississippi.

The idea

of removal undE::r Jeffer•son progr•essed: to a point that by 1808
when some Cherokees, who had begun to acquire the benefits of
civilization, expressed s preference for severalty and
citizenship without removal, he insisted on removal.

2

nf:

In addition to the benefits accruing to frontiersmen
and

th~

United States by

th~

acquisition of Indian lands,

Jefferson also saw monetary profit in removals.

He contem-

plated what might become en Indian territory, perhaps an
Indian stf:l.te, to I.Jhich all tribes might be removed.
this were accomplished, Indian \AJars \.Jould cease.

If

'l'he money

saved from cessation of.Indian wars, Jefferson reasoned, wotild

----- ..-----·-

I

!:
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.

.,

~

soon offAet the cost of I JOU1Slana.J

The desire to acquire land at the expense of the
Indians was tempered by the need to conciliate them.

The

United States govermnent folloNed policies established d"L.1.ring
the colordal period.

English colonists had com..,ted Indians

as allies against the French and Spanish.

When this failed,

the English tried to secure Indian neutrality.

After the

American Revolution, the United States found itself in the
same position as that of the British government earliel'.'o

It

needed the friendship of the Indians to keep its borders safe
from the English on the north and Spanish on the south.
'11herefore, the United States follovJed the same conciliatory

Indian policye
Subsequent to the War of 1812, which largely removed
the Br•i tish danger, there was a change in official A.rnerican
Indian policy.
friendship.

As land-hungry settlers flooded into the frontier

reg:tons ~ con tact
resulted.

There was less need to secure the Indians'

t-1

i th Indians incl''cased, and friction

The settlers' cries to remove the Indians to the

countr·y beyond the }'lississippi became louder, and the removal
policy gained more supporters.

3A. H. Abel, "Th~ History of the Events Resulting in

Indiml Consolidation West of the Mississippi River,~
American :m.stor:i.cs.l Association, Annual H.e-oort for 1906
(WB.shington: Government Print:ing Offic0; 190'BT~- r;-p:-il~l,
hereafte1.., cited as "Indian Consolid~ttion.
11
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Advocates of removal justified the policy in various
ways.

rrhe argument heard most often was that the Indian

v1EU3

a.n enc umbNmce on the la...11d and had to give r,.my to progress
progress being equated with the white man's way of lifeo·
ilnothe1~

argument. was voiced, esped.ally by certain poli ti-

cians, including Andrev-1 Jackson, and by sqme humanitarians.
J.1his vie~..J ··suggested that establishing the Indian beyond the

1

frontier would facilitate his eventual assimilation into the
mainstream of American llfe by removing hlm from contact v-d.th
white society for a period of adjustment.

It was felt that

proximity with the more advanced white civilization tended
to degrade the simple Indian and speed his

(~xtinction.

But

i.n temporary isolation beyond the fron-tier J the Indian 'tvou.ld
gradually change from hunting to farming, and he l--Jould acquire
a 'tvhite man's education.

He would abandon his Indian lvays,

and his society 1vould resemble that of the Hhite.

At this

point, his society would be ready for admittance in some form
into the United States.
Sectionalism also entered into the debate.

The Indian

problems of NeH England had been solved a century earlier by
more brutal methods than those being used in the nineteenth
century.

With thei.r Indian problems

fa!~

in the past,

inhabitants of the northeastern section of the country could
deplore the actions of southe!'ners and westerners.
ltlhile the debate churned on, removals l.Jer·e being

.I
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.implemented.,
of \var John

During James Jvlonroe 1 s administration, Secretary

c.

Calhoun, Jackson and the President stood at

the head of a group of men who favored a vigorous removal
policy.

Jackson as a military hero, Governor of Florida and

United States Senator, -vw.s the leading spir•i t and exer•cised
a weighty influence over• the official Indian policy of the
government.
Nonroe and his advisers developed a removal policy
that was generally approved in principle by Honroe's
successors.

First, Congress must by suitable legislation

make it possible for the War Department to carry on negotiations for removal.

The Senate then must approve the treaties.

Second, room mu.st be found for eastern tr•ibes in a country
already occupied by plains tribes.

These latter must be

induced to allovJ the emigrant Indians to settle and enjoy
their new homes in peace.

Third, the tribes east of the

Mississippi must be persuaded to transfer their lands to the
Un:i.ted St;ates and to accept in exchange lands Hast of that
river.

Monroe's policy did not include coercion.
.

~

would be persu.adecl to emigrate. ·

The Indians

This is precisely the policy \

which Jackson advocated later during the early part of his
presidency.

~~Phllip Korn, "A Study of the Attitudes of Thomas
Jefferson and AndrEn'>l Jackson 'l1 0I·Jards the Arnel'i can Indian"
{unpublisl1.ed Ea.ster 1 s thesis, Columbia University, 1952),
pp. 12-ll~.

i:
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There is another point of kinship betv-Jeen the Indian
problems of Jackson and his predecessors.

The Cherokees,

who had resisted Jefferson's removal attempts and tvho were to
plagu.e Jackson's efforts, also proved thorns in the side of
Monroe.

In March of 1820,

Presiden~

Monroe requ.ested appro-

pr·iations from Congress to ext1ngu.ish by treaty the Indian
title to all lands in Georgia.

The Cherokees were approached

on the su.bject of removal, bu.t they replied that they were
determined never again to cede one more foot of their land. '
They complained that that paJ:>t of the tribe which had
emigrated had suffered severely from sickness and wars and
that the remainder refused to follow them.

~

To empr.tas ize their

decision, a delegation went to Washington and told the
President that.the Cherokees were the original inhabitants of
·America and that they now stood on the soil of their m·m
terri tor·y.

They refused to recognize the sovereignty of any

state within the limits of their territory.S

Ironically,

Jackson used the same argument later to ju.stify removal of
the Cher·okees after that tribe attempted to establish itself

.

as a sovereign nation within the limits of Georglao

6

SUlrich B. Phillips, ttGoorgia and State f{ights .• 11
American histor>ical Association, Annual R.eoort for 1901
( 1-lashington: Government Printing OffTce, 1<T621", II' p :-69.
6
Second Annu.al Nessage, December 6, 1830. Richardsons
~es~~g~~' II, P• 522.
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Pressure for Indian removal continue-d during the
administration of John Quincy Adams.

.Adams vJas hampered by

scr•uples and left it to other• men to push removal officially,
but there was.no question that he favored the

policy~. He

agreed that j_t 'tvas unconstitutional for a noH state to be
carved fr·om the territory of an existing state, bLlt he would
not tolerate violence on the pD.r•t of the state :i.n reinoving

7
the 1 ~ ali en" authority.
Considering Jackson 1 s s ta t.ements and deeds regaJ:•ding
Indians throughout his life 1 it vJas not surprising that e.s
President, he sought to conclude the removals.

Nor is it

surprising that when states decided to extend their sovereignty
over• the Indians within their borders, Jackson supported the
8
moves even in the face of a Supreme Court decision.
Jackson set the tone of his official Indian policy in
his First Inaugural Address on March

4,

1829:

••. It ~Jill be my sincere and constant desire to
observe towards the Indisn tribes within our limits,
a. just and liberal policy, and to give that humane
and considerate attent5.on to their rights and their
wants which are consistent with the habits of aur
Government, and the feelings of our people •••• ·
Exactly

~1hat

actions -v-JOuld be taken to implement his n just

and liberal" policy remained to be seen.

7

Bassett, Lif£, p. 686.

8worcester
9

A clue might be

VB.

Georgia.
0

See page

Richards on, !.1~.§.!?_"~1~~~, I I, p. 438.
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found in an opinion of Thomas L. McKenney of the Office of
Indian Affairs, a branch of tho \;far Department whieh was
responsible for carrying out the Indian pol.icy of the

')
H

administration:·"· •• I look upon the Indians ••• to be nothing
but children and am convinced that nothing
.
ulO
for them as to treat them as such ••••

~11ould

be so good

It is obvious that westerners were happy with Jacksonls
election and expected great things from him.
could believe what Jaekson had satd on many
also had reason to hope for fair treatment.
made a great display of justice.

But if Indians
occasions:~

they

He had alwayf',

Throughout his care0r, even

while fighting Indians, he urged honesty in dealing vd th them.
F'or example, he advised a newly-appointed agent who uas
prepa1•lng to deal with the Chickas mvs to "be ce.refuJ. to
promise nothlng to them, but what you will religious1y
11
perform....
Another tim~ following his appointmerit es a
co@nissioner to negotiate with the Chickasaws, he cautioned
his co-commissioner that

11

•••

we "1ill have to take a high and

fil?m ground, or '1-:e will fail in success.

them in the language of

w Quoted in the

truth.~.!

~2

T.rle must

speak to

As early as 1815,

,

Ne.:.~ Y2E!s Evenig_g P9st, October q, 1829.

11To Colonel John .o. 'l'errill, Hermitage, July 29, 1826.
Bassett, Cor~c~~nd~~Q£, II, p. 309.
12
To Isaac Shelby, Nashville, August 11, 1818. Baisett,
Cor~?J.?.POQ..<l9J.l.~£, II, p. 387 •
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Jackson had tried to convince the Creeks that he was to be
trusted:

nDid I ever· te11 you a lie? •• ,you knot-J I

deceived or told you lies, •••

have never

1113

Jackson's emphasis on honesty in dee.ling \-Jitl:;t Indians
was a practj.eal matter.

He felt that nothing would cause

Indla:ns to br•e8.k off negotiations faster th&J. for them to
suspr:wt that the commissioner was lying to them.
contrast, he Has convinced that

4-:-----I-n~~-~~~~~

11

no confidence :i. s to be.
lt'
placed in th.e honesty, or Justice of an Indian .. " ::.>

As President, one of Jackson's first objectives was to
secure a bill to implement removal.

He recommended that

Congress set apart an ample region v1est of the Mississippi to
vJhich the. Indians might remove and l:i.ve without conflict Hi th
the whites.

16

Under Jackson's urging, Congress gave legisla-

tive sanction to his Indian policy with the Removal Bill of

1830.

rrhe Bill provided for an exchange of lands, compensation

for impr•ovement s and financial ass is t.ance during the

13

4}

Jackson 1 s Ta.lk to the Creeks, Nashville, September
181_5. Bassett, Q~E.!:~~OI!_~~9_£, II, pp. 216, 217,

1826.

14To

Colonel J"ohn D. rrerril1, Hermi.tage, July 29,
Bassett, COPE._~~2_ndell_9e, II, p. 309.

15To

Secpet;ary Crm·Jford, Nashville, July 24, 1816.
Bassett, .Q_~~~.E'J-~P_OD:c.l~Ilt::_~, II, P• 2!)_5.
December 8, 1829.

Richardson,

emigra.tion and initial adjustment to their new homes. l7
did not authoPize the lnd.iuns to set up a government of their
ovm

ln their new homeland west of the Hississippi, as

Jefferson, Honroe and Jackson, at one time, seem to have
contemplated.

18

!

'l'hroughout Jackson's tenure as Pres1dent, he was
convinced that the federal government was extremely liberal
in its prog1•am for r>emoval·.

He repeated this opinion often

in speeches. That there was considerable opposition to
19
removal,
not only from Indians, but also from white
citizens, is evident in the necessity that he felt as late
as 1835 to justify the policy i.n his annual message that

year •. 'l'he offi.cial governrnent.attitude can be explalned no
better than with a liberal quotation from this message.

In

it, Jackson described in detail exactly what the federal
government had promised to do for the Indians who had
emigrated beyond the Mississlppi:

••• A territory exceeding in extent that relinquished has been granted to each tribe. Of its
climate, fertility, and capacity to support an Indian
population the representations are highly favorable,
To these districts the Indians are removed at the
expense of the United States, and with certain
supplies of clothing, arms, arn.tnuni tion, and other
17

Hagan, American.

Ind~~~~'

P• 72.

18J. P. Kinney, A Continent Lost --A Civilizatlon

!fofl (Baltimore: 1'he Jolmslio-pECiis..~P-ress·, l9)7J,P._61),'__
hereafter cited as .Qollii..n.~r];_~ ~~~·
19
see Chapter V.
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indispensable articles; they are also furnished
gr·atu.itously t·lith provisions for the pePlod of a ye~l.r
after their arrival at their new homes. In that t~ne,
from the nature of the country and of the products raised
by them, they 6an subsist themselves by agricultural
labor, if they choose to resort to that mode of lifo; if
they do not they are upon th~ skirts of the great
prairies, \'>Jhere countless hel~ds of buffalo roam., and a
shor~ time suffices to adapt their own habits to the
changes vJhich a change of the animals destined for thetr
food may require. Ample arrangements have also been
-~~~-~~-·rn~d~•:rp-t;-b:e-s-u:trp-crr-t-o-f-s-dro~o-rs-;~in-s~mrre-T:rstCJ:P..:-c-e-s.------------~---

counci1 houses and churches are to be erected, dvJellings
constructed for the chiefs, and mills for con1.'TI.on use.
lt,unds have been set apart for the malntenanc0 of the poor;
the most necessary mechanical arts have been introduced,
and bhlCksmi.ths, gunsmiths, wheel 1--l:t?itShts, .millHr•ights,
etc •. , are supported among them. Steel and iron, and
sometimes salt, are purchased for them, and plows and
other farming utensils, domestic animals, ·looms, splnnlng
l..Jheels, c&Nls, etc., are presented to them. .And besides
these b0neficial arrangements, atinuities are in all cases
paidJ anwunt:i.ng .in nom~ lnstancesj;o mpre tJ::lan *;30
fo:t' each individunl of tho tribe, 'o.r.cl il} ::.11 cases
suffi6iontly great, if justly divided and prudently
expended, to en.a.ble them, in e.ddition to their own exe:etions, to live comfortably •.And e.s a stimulus for
esertion~ it is now provided by law that in all cases
of the appointment of interpreters or other persons
employed for the benefit of the Indians a preference
shall b~ given to persons of Indian descent, if such can
be found who s.re properly qualified •.••
In the same

message~

~---

Jackson explained that the land

set aside for the Indiana west of the Mississippi was to be
forever guaranteed to them.

He took great patns to emphasize''\

\

that emigrant Indians would never again have to fear white
cncroaclunent on their hmd.

If any vJhites had already

settled on land that had been promised, their settlements
were to be destroyed.
20

20

seventh Annual Ness'.l.ge, De~ember 7, 1835.
pp. 171-2 ~

tie~s ag~~' I I I 1

Riehard~on, ·

Most of the Indians reraaining east of the .rviississippi
when Jackson was elected President w6re
peacefully during his tenure.
of Sacs and Foxes in

1~32

p~rsuaded

to remove

But some resisted. [~ group

tried to return to their ancestral

villages after they had been removed and were massacred in
the resulting fighting dignified in history as the Black
Hawk War.

The reluctant Cherokees in Georgia presented a

u.nique pPoblem.

These southern Ind:i.ans had made considerable

progress toward white civiliz&tion.

Most of the leaders were

Americans who had been adopted into the tribe or were halfbreeds who had considerable knowledge of white ways.

Many

of the Cherokees were farmers and. wore white man's clothes.
'Ihey had b•.1ilt grist mills, schools and churches.

in the Cherokee alphabet.

VJith:i. n the

Further, the Cherokees had

i.nvestigated the land beyond the Nississippi that had been

L_ __

promised to them and found it a hostile land populated by
hostile savages.
To try to prove their claim that the Cherokees were a
stable, civilized people, the Cherokee leadership wrote a
cons ti tu -cion and established a govern1'11ent patterned after
I

that of the United States.

Since the nation rested within

the boundaries of Georgia, that state acted to prevent this
usurpation of its sovereignty.

Between 1828 and 1831, it

extendad its laws over the Cherokee people and, at the same

I

!
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time, abolished the Cherokee government.

Discovery of gold

i.n Cherokee country made the area even more desirable to the·'

land-hungry Georgians.
obligations to the

Federal troops, actlng under treaty

Che~okees,

pr~vented

white intruders from

entering the nation's territory, but the troops were
withdrawn by President Jackson when the Georgia governor'
protested that their presence violated his state's
sovereignty.
The Cherokees found quickly that the federal courts
vJere povwrless to help them and that President Jackson would

not help them.

Having exhausted all legal means of preventing

removal and fac.ed with for•cible eviction fr·om their homes, a
faction of the

trJb~

Treaty of New Bchota

was persuaded :i.n 1835 to sign the
providin~

for their removal.

As Jackson

left office, the removals had largely been accomplished.
Except for a few stragglers and holdouts, all Indian bands
that had lived east of the Mississippi had been transported
\-Jest

of that river, mostly to the Arkansas River country in

what is nmJ Oklahoma.
II..

2.1

A HUHAi'ri'l'AtUAN POLICY

. Throughout his political ce,reer, Jackson's principal
public justification for removal was its beneficial effects

-------··---21

S•J.rnnary of Indian remova.ls taken pr•imarily from Hagan,
66-91,

Am_~i~.§:£ 1.£ld:i.aT_?....§_, pp.

on the Indie.ns.
iden.ti ty.

He saw it as the only way to preserve tb.elr

He claimed that backward

11

.

l;

savages 11 could not
0

continue to exist in proximity with a more advanced v1hi te
ci vi liz a tion.

surv:i.v~

They could

only by emigrating to .a

land that was more compatible vli th their way of life.

~L'his

idea was supported by Jackson's Secretary of War who was
--i----------------~~~--------~----~~~~--~--=-~----~~----~--------------------

responsible for cax·rying out Jackson 1 s Indirm policy.

In a

report issued on November 30, 1829, the Secretary wrote:
••• it is important to maintain ••• [the India£7' •••
as a people •••• Experience proves, that within the
states, they cannot remain .••• The states vJill not
consent for their limits to be occupied by a people
possessed of savage habits, and who claim to exercise
the right of government, independent of any control
but their own ••••
. A countr-y beyond. the Nississippi better adapted to
their habits and pursuits, and where they will be
entirely free fr'om all state interference, is tpe place
they should retire to; not through any compulsion to be
exercised, but by a course which shall satisfy them
clearly that it is for their interest they s~nuld do
so, and that their happiness requires it •••• ~2
Before he was elected President, Jackson expressed the
belief that the relocated savages might acquire civilized
ways and someday become part of the United States.

In 1826,

in a letter to John Terrill, newly-appointed special agent
with the responsibility of preparing the Chickasa'tJS for a
cession of their lands and subsequent removal, Jackson wrote:
••• It might not ••. be useless to bring to their view
22

1829 e

Quoted in the

N~

York Evenine;

Po.£.~.'

December 11,

~---
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the hope of a union betHeen the Choctmvs Creeks and
Chickasiws 1 as a speedy means of making them a great 1
pOI-lO:t'ful, ~)J:-Jd happy people, and, when their children
sha.ll be educated, of enabling them to teco:.ne a membeJ!~
of the United States, as Alabama. and Nississippi ere .'~J

This idea -- that a resettled,

p~cified,

civilized Indian

society might somed.s.y qualify for statehood -- Jackson
abandoned after entering the White House.

In his First Annual Message, though not. promising
eventual statehood, Jackson described &n arrangement that
would leave the emigrant tribes virtually independent.
There ••• [Jn the WesjJ ••• they may be secured in the
enjoyment or governments of their otm choice 1 subject
to no othel' control from the United States than su.ch as
may be necf;ssary to preserve peace on the fr·ontieP and
between the severB.l tribes. 'l1here the benevolent may
endeaVQl' to teaeh them the arts of civJlh.:ntion, and,
by promoting union and harmony amone; them, t.o raise up
an interesting conmwnvJeal th, des tined to perpetuate tr.te
race and to att~st the humanity and justice of this
Government •••• 24.
·
Jackson recognized that the United States had a debt
to pay the Indians.
as the

be~1t

For this reason, he championed removal

way to compensate them for paet encroachments

by the white.

In his First Annual Hessage, Jackson lamented

the extinction of certain of the

north~·1estern

Indians a.nd

called for removal as a means to prevent the same fate for
the southeastern Indians;

2 3To Colonel John D. Terrill, Hormitrige, July 29, 1826.
Bassett, Cor.r~sponden~, II, p. 309.
21
11

+-,.'
liJ.cnar~.tson,
-'l

'1'
II , p. y,.,
i.~8.
•·.ess_gges,
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Our s:onduct tovJard •.• [the Indians in Georgia. and
Alaban~ij ••• ls deeply in teN:: sting to our· na t:i.onal
character. Their present condition, contrasted with
what they once were, makes a J'llOS t pOl-Ierful appeal
to our sympathies. Our ancestors found them the ·
uncont1•oll.ed possessors of these vast regions. By
persuasion and force they have been made to retii•e
from river to rive~ and from mountain to mountain,
until some of the tribes have become extinct and others
have left but remnants to preserve for ai-Jhile their
once terrible names. Surrounded by the whites with

·i

I

l--------t-P'.~;e-i-P-a-P-t-s-e-f-e-i-v-i-l-i-z--a.-t-3...e-:a-,---v~-P.r-i-e--h-Sy-ae-s-t-J·-e-:-y--i-PJ.~L__t-l-1e,.----------'---

resources of the savage doom him to wea'Y. ."less
.
and decay,
the fate of the Mohegan, the Narragansett, and the
Delaware is fast overtaking the Choctaw, the Cherokee,
and the Creek. That this fate surely awaiis them if
they remain within the limits of the States does not
ttdmi t of a doubt. Humanity and national honor demand
that every ef~ort should be made to avert so great a
calamity •••• 2
In each of his subsequent annual messages, Jackson
reemphasized the benefits of emigration to the Indians and
spoke of the progress. of removal.

In his Second Annual

Message, December 6, 1830, he pointed out that emigration to
the western lands would enable the Indians to pursue
happiness in their
tutions."

ot-.~n

way and under "their O\vn rude insti-

Decay of their culture would be retarded, and,

hopefully, under the protection of the Gover•nment and throu.gh
the influence of

11

good counsels,

11

they might

11

cast off their

savage habits and become an interesting, civilized, and
•
1126
C·hristian comrr1UnJ.ty.

In hJ.s 'rhird Annual Message,

December 6, 1831, he restated his conviction that Indian

--------2.5

Richardson,

IVIes_~!?_,

I I, P• 458.

Hichardson,

H~_ssage~,

II, p. 5)20.
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emigration would benefit not only whites, the individual
states and the United States, but also the Indians.

,-

He

painted a grim picture of the future for the Indians who
remained east of the

Mis~issippi~

••• What the native savages become vJhen surrounded.
by a dense p·opulation &.'1.d by mixing with the whites
may be seen in the miserable remnants of a few
f-------->Ea-s-t.@J:!-P.-t-X"'-i-be-&-;>-G!-e..pr-i-V-f.Hl-O-f-po-l-i-t-i-G..aJ.-and-c.-i-v_i 1.------~--------cc _ __
rights, for>bidden to make contr>acts, and subjected
to guardians, dragging out a lvretched existence,
Hithout excitement, v~ithout hope, and almost without
thought.27
The follot-Jing year, in his Fourth Ann1.-1.al Hessage, December l-1-,

1832, Jackson pointed out tlmt eastern Indians were becoming
increasingly aware that removal fur>nished the only hope of
their u.ltirnate prosperity.

28

Though some Indians voluntarily emigrated, there vJere
others Hho were not convinced that they \-Jould benefit by
removal.

The Cherokees especially were reluctant.

In his

Fourth Annual !·lessa.ge, Jackson responded to the resistance
of the Cherokees.

He seemed to be at a loss to explain why

they should refuse to accept the generous offer of the
Government:
••• They can not but have seen in these offers
the evidence of the strongest disposition on the part
of the Government to deal justly and liberally with
them. An ample indem.ni ty vJas offered for their
present possessions, a liberal provision for their
27

28

----·
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future support and improvement, and full security for
their private and political rights. Whatever difference
of opinion may have prevailed respecting the just claims
of these people, there will probably b~ none respecting
the liberality of the propositions •••• 9
In his fifth and seventh annual messages, 1833 and

1835 respectively, Jackson again mentioned the humanitarian
aspects of the removal policy.

In tho 1833 message, he was

able to report that:
••• the experiment •.• has so far proved successful. The
emigrants generally represented to be prosperous and
contented, the country suitable to their wants and
habits, and the ess3ntial articles of subsistence
easily procured •••• 0
In the

183~

message, he declared that "ages of fruitless

endeavors 11 had taught Americans that the Indians could not
live in co!ltact with a civilized community and prosper.

He

explained that though the past could not be recalled, the
future could be provided for ,•
11

"No one can doubt; 11 he noted,

the moral duty of the Government of the United States to

protect and if possible to preserve and perpetuate the
scattered remnants of this race which are left within our
u31

borders.

The Senate Committee for Indian Affairs agreed

that the Indians' future after their relocati.on beyond the
l'lissi.ssippi woald be secure:

29 ··i h d
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Hi th this tminhabi table region of the ,,Jest of the
Indian terrltory, they cannot be surrounded by white
population. They are on the outside of us, and in a
place which will ever remain on the outside.32
II..

THJ1

INEVI~:ABILJ'I'Y

OF REHOVAt

Jackson believed that it was too late to inquire

the Indians and their• lands within the bounds of the
individual states.

The formation of state boundaries·had

been t'l.ecomplJ.shed in the past, and those steps could not be
retraced.

Jackson explained in

h~s

First Annual Message that

a state, once formed, collld not be dismembered by Congress or

~estricted in the ~ier6ise of its constitlltional power.33
Ther'efore, the United States could not resist the acttons of
a state to bring all the territory within its borders under
its control, even though part of the terri tory

~vas

occup:i.ed

by Indian tribes that had made bilateral treaties with the
Uni tt:~d States.
Jackson was convlnced that neither Congress nor any
s ts.te had ever cont ernp1ated. allowing Indians or I ndiru1 lands
within a state's boundary to remain outside the jllrisdiction
3 2Repor•t of the Senate Com:nittee for Indian Affair•s,
1836, quoted by William Christie Macleod, The Americnn .
Indie.n Frontier (Ne 1tl York: Knopf, 1928), p-:-1~66;·-hereaf'ter
cited-as ·r.n-cil~ill Prontier.
·
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of the state.

In 1830, he explained;

Why, in authorizing Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
:t'dssouri., Mississippi, and Alabama to form constituticms and become separate States, did Congr0s s ·
inc.lude \<Jithin their limits ·extensive tracts of
Indian lands, and, .in some" instances, poHerful
Indian tribes? Was it not understood by both parties
that the power of the States Has to be coextensive
with their limits, and that with all convenient
dispa.tch the General Government should extinguish the

i·
I

1 - - - - - - - - - I r rd-i-a~n-t-:t-t-1-e-arrd-rerrro-v-e-ev-c:-I'Y-o~t-s-t-ru-c-t~:t-on-t-o-the,------------

complete juri.sdiction of the State governments over the
soil? •••
In the same

messa~e,

Jackson stated what he felt to be the

responsibility of the federal government in the matter:
It is ••• therefore, a duty which this Government
owes to the ne1'>! States to extinguish as soon as
possible the Indian title to all lands 1vhich Congress
••• included within the il"' limits. lffien this is done.
. th8 dutit:s of .the Gene.C'aJ. GoveJ;nmenli in relation to. tho
StP.tef3 and the Indians within the.ir limits are at an
end. r.ehe JUdians may leave the State or not, as they
choose ••••
'l'hough Jackson wished the U.ni ted States government to
·discharge its obligation by meraly extinguishing title,
ostensiblj by treaty, this did not happen.

Instead, the

federal government often directly aided removal by transporting the Indians to the \vest.
Jackson's removal policy theoretically was not coercive.
But since the only alternative to removal

~.Jas

to remain and·

submit to the laws of the state of residence, opponents of
removal posed the inevitable question:

what happens if the

~!

j.J-Second Annual Hessage, December 6, 1830.
M~"l_sa~~-' II, P• _522 .•
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Indians refuse both alternatives?

1-

Jackson never answered

this question to the satisfaction of the opposition.
The Removal Bi 11 of 1830 did not provide f'o.r compLJ.l··
s ory remoV<-J.l.

It might. appeal', · therefor·e, that the· opponents

of the policy had nothing to fear from. the fedel'al gover·nment ..
Yet, Indians who resisted removal and their supporters who ·
knew the;

viev~s

of the President knew also that this was not

permissive legislation.

They understood that coercion v.Jould

be used if it. proved necessary to accomplish removal.3.5
In spite of assurances by Jackson- and his predecessors
in the White House, force ultimately was used by him and his
successors to complete removal.

Jackson sent federal troops

south.in connection with Cherokee troubles.

36

The final

stages of removal, during the presidency of Martin Van Buren 1
·also t-?er·e accomplished by force.

General \.1Tlnfield Scott was

given the responsibility in 1838 to complete the process. By
then, only about 2,000 out of a total of 17,000 eastern
Cherokees, the only large Indian group remaining east of the
Mississippi, had moved west.
deadline for depa,rture.

Scott

May 23, 1838 was set as the
h~;'..d

command of 7, 000 men.

On

May 10, he issued a proclamation to the Cherokee nation,
t-1arning them that the emigration must begin at once as
35Kinney, Ct?_:1_].t:l.r.!~nt 1~o~1, p. 66.
36Hich9.rd B. Horris, ttAndret~ Jackson, Strikebreaker, 11
Ar:!l.~!'i9_?.:1.2. J.Iisl£ricf~.l f\e_vi_~~~L IN, No. 1 (October, 19~9), p. 67.
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commanded by the President, \'1hose orders he had come to

j;
b

enfor>ce.

'l'he proclamation concluded:

---

!

• • •Ny troops already occupy many posit ions •.• and
thousands e.nd thousands are approaching from every
quarter to render assistance.· and escape alike hopeless
•••• Will you, then, by resistance compel us to resort
to arms ••• or will you by flight seek to hide yourself
in mountcins and forests and thus oblige us to hunt
you down.37
.

,.
i·

L

Jackson considered removal to be the solution of the
Indian problem.

Convinced that there was no other acceptable

alternative, he pursued the pollcy dogmatically.

Though the

opposition to removal increased year by year, he refused to
yield.

37Grant Foreman, Indian Removal (Norman: University

of Oklahoma Press, 1953)·;· p. 28'6-.-----
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CHAPTEH IV
':rRE RESPONSE 'rO J;NDIAN

REHOVI~L

The policy and practice of Indian removal brought a
spirited response, both negative and positive) from tho
American popul&tion.

Citizens of

st~tes

which were trying

to extend their jurisdiction to all lands lying within their
boundaries generally championed removal since Indian
emigration would eliminate the major obstacle to realizing
this objective.
issue.·

The public in other states was split on the

Indian reaction to the policy also was divided.

Some

tribes accepted it as the only way to preserve their social
and political identities, but others
I.

resisted~

THE UNITED S'l'ATES AND 1'HE SEVERAI.r STA1'ES

Indian problems often caused friction between Washington

and state 6apitals.

Trouble between the United ·states and

Georgia, for· example, can be tr8.ced to 1802 >·lhen the fede:r•.s.l
govermnent had agreed to extinguish Indian titles TtJi thin the

boundaries of thut state.

As the years passed and tte

promise was not fulfilled, Georgians chafed and pressed the

feder!-< 1 goverrunent for action.

In

~v<:tsr.ington,

President

Ivlonroe's administration made a gesture towsrd securinz a
· h
t· o f t·l'tl.es t o I nula.n
""'
"'J..an._,s
rl
• , l..:reorgla.
,..
•
.
pe&.ce f u l re l :Lnqu:t.s_.~.r.1en
1.11

Negotiations J.ed tc the Treaty of Indian

~prings

of 1825
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which required that the Creeks give up 4,700,000 acres of
their land.

The United States Senate did not ratifJi· the

Indian Springs

agr~ement,

and its revision in the Washington

'l'reaty of 1826 restored to the Creeks nearly a million a.cr•es
of their Geore;ia lands.

'This plunged the state and the

federal govern.ment, now under the direction of President John
Q,uincy Adams, into heated argument.

Georgia became so

aroused that it all but threatened armed resistance against
the Uniori.

The Creek problem essentially was settled when

the United States government begs.n their. x•emoval in 1828
1
·under the terms of the Washington 'l'reaty •
The Cherokees presented a different sort of problem
when they attempted in 1827 to establish themselves as an
/independent nation.

Georgia vowed to put down this usurpation

of her sovereignty once and for all.

The state legislature

refused to recognize the Cherokee government and declared
that Cherokee lands were henceforth to be considered part of
the public domain of the state.

To provide for the Indi&ns'

subsistence, the state government declared its intention to
grant lands to indi viduo.l Indians in the same \vay and in the
same amow1ts that whites were granted parcels of the public
domain.

The Cherokees were to become individual subjects of

the state, though under some of the legal disabilities

----·--1

Thomas D. Clark, Frontier Amerlca. (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1959), pp:-4.72-j.
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attaching to free Negroes.
l.t;s will on the Indi.ans.

Georgia then prepared to enforce
In spite of the federal government's

obligations to protect the Indians, there

w~s

doubt that

~
t on wou ld. ac t aga1ns
. t Greorg1a.
. • 2
·Was h-~ng

Since the federal government would have to be e:tthe:t'
actively involved in removal or, at least, remain neutral,
Georg1.a folloHed the presidential campaign of 1828 with
particular interest.

Within a few weeks after Jackson's

overwhelming victory, the Georgia legislature took definite
action to carry out its declared intention to nullify tho new
Cherokee constitutional government.

Two acts were passed.

'!'he fi!•st incorporated Cherokee lands into some of the
fl~untier

counties of Georgia.

11 he

second formally extended

the laws of Georgia over the Cherokee country, effective
January 1, 1830, and nullified ·tribal enactments.

The

Indians protested against these acts of Georgia and declared
them null and vol.d within the nation.

They appealed to. the

President for relief, but the retiring administration could
do nothing.

An extr·a session of the Cherokee Council then

drew up memorials to C6ngress, asking for protection in
accordance with treaty obligations.

However, Congress was

not in session at the time and did not meet for several
months.3
2

.Hacleod, ];_nclj:!~Q FrontL~..£, pp.
3Harmon, SiX!Y. Year§_, p. l8l~.
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\1hile the Cherokees became lncreasingly fearful,
~-

Georgians were delighted with the Indian policies of the
newly-elected

Jack~on.

j:

1:

An editorial in a leading Georgia

newspaper stated:
••• Every Georgian must be now gratified at the vote
he gave to Andrew Jackson for President, for it now
appears that judging of the future by what has already
l-------------takEm~pi-a-c-e,--li-e-w-i-J:i-.rrot-di-s-app-o-hTt-t-lre-jn$t-e-xp-e-c·--;;;-;--------~ -====

tation of the people. Impartiality towards the States
will mark his official conduct; a strict adherence
to the provisions of the Federal Constitution will be
obser-ved; and the rights of the States as l·wll &.s the
powers they have not delegated to the Federal!
Government, will be religiously respected •••• +
Jackson proved faithful to the trust placed in him by
Georgians.

Responding to the Cherokee protests against the

actions of the Georgia legi&lature, Jackson stated:
••• 'l1he Indians of

Geo1~gia and Ala.bama call upon
the United States to sustain them, as a separate and
independent people, within the limits of the states
wherein they are located; but the Constitution, •••
LdeclareiJ ••• that no neH state shall be formed or
erected wi thtn the jurj_sd iction of a.ny other state,
without consent of its legislature •••

IJ.'herefore, Jackson agreed with John Quincy Adams and other
predecessors that it would be unconstitutional to allow the
Indians to set up separate nations, and that it would be
contrary to the Constitution for the fedex>al government to

L~Q.uoted in the Ge2_~_g_j.a Journal, Nay 30, 1829, reprinted
in the DaJ.J:;y N§lt~onal lntell_i_y;;~D_c~r, June 12, 1829, vJhich vias
cited by 11arie Patricia Nahoney, ''American Pub lie Opinion of
Andre\</ Jackson 1 s Indian Policy, 1828-183) 11 (unpublished
Naster's thesis, Clark University, 193)), pp. 2!~-S, hereafter
cl ted as 11 Public Opinion. 11

1!

intervene on the Indians' behalf.5
.Removal, then, though the Un:i. ted

Stat.:-~s

liwuld nssi.sts

h

r

was to be primarilj a matter between each state and the
Indians who lived within i t·s boundaries.
Jackson had considerable support.
of January

4, 1830

In this vi evJ, .

The Ne'~->1 Yor_l_s

[£yen:t~ K.~t

editorialized:

••• Should the legislature of Georgia attempt to
exact arbitrary and unjust sway over the Cherokees .•.,
the shame and the reproach will be on Georgia -~· not
on th6 United States for refraining to.exercise an
unconstitutional power ••••
Jackson did not fear for the rights of Indians who
chose to stay and obey the laws of the state of their
residence rather than to emigrate.

He had faith that the

state would protect their rights as long as they remained
6
obedient individuals.
r.rhe discovery of gold in Cherokee terri tory complicated
matters further.

Georgia became more determined than ever to

force the Indiru1s to leave the state.
was mapped into counties and surveyed.

The Cherokee country
Lots of 160 acres and

gold lots of forty acres were distributed among the white
citizens of the state.

bach Cherokee t..Jas given a tract of

160 acres, but without a deed.

This meant that possession of

it depended upon the will of the state legislature.

During

SQuoted in the New York Evening Post, Decembe~ 11, 1829.
6
First Annual Nessage, December• 8,-1829. Richardson,
~~~~~~~~ II, p. 459.

L:

the inevitable land contests tha:t follovJed, a law was passed

j

l~

,~

prohih:tting any Indian from bringing suit in the state courts
h---

or to testify agairist a white man.

Laws also were passed
,.

decla:t>ing invalid any testimony o'f an Indian LUl.l.ess supported

'~

by that of two white men, thus practically cancelling all

debts due to Indiane..

Since these laws made it impossible

for an Indian to protect himself or his property, whites

1

1-

entered the Cherokee countr·y in groat numbers, seized horses
and cattle and forcibly ejected Indian families from their

!

i

'

homes to make room for the whites.
recourse in tho courts.

':J.lhe Cherokees had no

7

The Cherokees turned to the United States for
assistance.

They appealed to President Jackson to protect

the Cherokee nation from the encroachments of Georgia.

They

cited tl'eaties bet1,1een the United States and the Cherokees by
which the United States promised to guar'antee their safety.
But Jackson would not act.

Instead, he admitted the right of

the state to survey the Indian lands, to annul the e.cts of
the Cherokee government and to extend its lavJs over them.
refused to

re~ognize

He

the Cherokee constitution and denied

that the nation had any rights that stood in opposition to
those of Georgia.
Abandoning any hope of relief from the President, the
Cherokee chiefs turned to the judicial branch of the federal

7Harmon,

§tx.tx. Year'_~,

pp. 186-7.
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government in a final effort to save themselves.

They filed

for an injunc·tion in the United States Suprem.e Cour•t to
restrain Georgia 1 s · governm.ent officials from enforcing the
laws of Georgia within Cherokee territory.

A subpoena was

served on the governor of Georgia which he, in accordance
with the instructions of the Georgia legislature, refused to
recogn:i.ze.

The state government preserved officially an

"ominous and sullen silence," although unofficially it was
openly stated that, in case of an adverse decision by the
Court, the state would refuse to abide by the decision. 8
I!
I

Georgians were outraged by the case.

The leading

newspaper of Georgia voiced public sentiment in that

~tate

by an editorial stating:

Has it come to this, that a sovereign and
independent State is to be insulted, by being asked
to become a party before the Supreme Court with a
few savages residing in her own territory! t~
UnpEl.ralleled impudence 19
The CB.se, Cherokee Nation vs. Georgia, was follovJed
with considerable interest throughout the country.

There

were many who supported the position of Jackson and Georgia.
But there

~vas

also a substantial opposition.

Some feared

the lrn..plications of Georgia 1 s ignor:i.ng the Supreme Court,
even fearing for the Union.

-------8 .

~Jarren,

9

This latter view was expressed

I, P •

___

745 •

Warren, Suureme Court,
. _...... I , p. 7 32 •.
-~·-

by an editorial in the September 18, 1830 issue of

Nil~

• • o the authority of the Supreme Court vd.ll be
SU.fJfJOrtod •••• \vithout some high and common arbitep
for the settlement of disputcis of this character,
the Union is not worth one cent ••.• There mu~t needs
be some tribtJ.nal of a last resort; something vJhich
the common sense of all men, for self-preserve.tion,
shall accept, not as infallible but as the nearest

i--i

-11----------p1~-s-s--i-l-1~~e-aiJ~PG-ll-e-f.l-t-G-p-e-P-f-~-s-t;-i-G-R-.-·-·-•------------------;..::===

Befor·e the case carne before the Supreme Court, another
suit a::eose that presented the same issues and gave Georgia
the opportunity to show her contempt for the Court and to
assert

h~r

sovereign rights.

A Cherokee named George Tassels

was convicted of murder and sentenced to death by the Superior
Court of Hall County, Georgia.

'l'he Cherokee natio11 obt[d.nEJd

a \-Jri t of error signed by John Marshall.

Georgia was

ordered to appear before the Supreme Court to defend the
judgment of thB lower court.
Georgia's reply was prompt and belligerent.

The

leg:l.slature r•esolved that "the interference by the Chief
Justice of the Supreme Cotirt of the United States, in the
administration of the criminal laws of this state, •••
i.s a flagrant violation of her rights; ••• "

Fur the!', the

legislature ordered all officers of the state tb disregard
any direction coming from the Supreme Court, and the Gover•nor
was authorized and ordered to repel any invasion upon the
administration of the criminal laws of the state.

The

Governor was directed to carry out the decision of the state.

I
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court in the Tassels
hanged.

m~rder

case.

Tassels was promptly

The Supreme Court was helpless.

by siding with

the Cour•t;.

Geo~gia,

President Jackson,

in effect nullified the authority of

'

On- Januc.r·y

••• The Constitution, the laws and treaties of the
United States are prostrate in the State of Georgia.
Is the:r•e any r-emedy for this state of thinga? None.
h3C8.use the Executive of the United States is in
League 1-vi th the State of Georgia -- This example -will be imitated by other states, and with regard to
·other national interests-- perhaps the tariff ••.•
The Union is in most imminent da~~er of dissolution -The ship is about to founder ••••
In 11arch, 1831, in the ,,Jake of the humiliating result
of the Tassels controversy, Marshall delivered the-decision
of the Supreme Court in the case of Cherokee Nation_ vs.
'l1he sympathies of the Court were vJith the Indiens,

but the majority opinion was that since the Cherokees were
not citizens of the United States, nor, as contended by them,
a foreign nation, they were declared not competent to appear
~

J?

e.s a party to a suit in the Supreme Court. _._

Georgians were

Albert J. Beveridge, T~~ Li£~ o~ ~2~~ Marshall
(Boston: Houghton Hifflin Company, 1919), IV, pp~ 542-3,
hereafter cited as John Na_rsh..~ll·
11
Beveridge, ~~!l :tvlar~hall, IV, pp. 543-L~.
12
Thomas C. Cochran (advisory ed.) Concise Dictionarv
o£_.:!.~~·~~1.£.~::1}. !ii§.~_O.El (NevJ York: Charles Scribner·' s Sons-;~---"
l9b2;, p. 173, hereafter cited as Di~tion~£Y•
10

~
~

~~~

1831 he wrote in his diary:

Georgia.

''
'

10

John Quincy Adams saw grim consequences.

4,

I
1
'
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overjoye~

with the decision and sought to give the untrue

I

i--'

,~

impression that the Court had decided in favor of Gcorgia 1 B
claims.-"13
The validity of Georgia 1 s "expansionist; latt~ts were to
be questioned again before the United States Supreme Court
in th_e case of Worcester vs. Georgia.

h'orcester had been

working among the Cherokees for many years.

He was lieensed

by the federal government, employed by the American Board of
Cormnission.er•s for Foreign Missions, and had been appointed
postmaster of New Bchota, a Cherokee town, by President John
Quincy Admns.

1vorcester and ten other New Bngland

missionaries were arrested by Georgia authorities on the
charge that they had violated the state law which prohibited
white people from entering Cherokee country unless they had
fir•st obtained permission of the governor and had taken an
oath to support the laws of the state.

Shortly after their

arrest, the Superior Court of GHinnett County released them
on a writ of habeas corpus.

The Court reasoned that since

the men were licensed missionaries who were expending federal
funds appropriated for civilizing Indians, they must be
considered as agents of the federal government.
Georgia protested immediately.

The stat.e derr.anded

that Worcester's s.ppointment as postmaster of New Echota be

l3Hahoney,

11

Public Opinion,u p. l1.0.

withdrat·m and inquired of Jackson whether the missionr>.ries
vi ere United States government agents.

J a.ckson removed

. Worcester from office and assured Georgia that the
\-Jere not· agents of the feder·al go'ver•nment.
others were then ordered to leave the state.
and -v1ere arrested, tried and convicted.

mitsionarie~

t.,Torces ter and the
They refused

They appealed to the

Un:i.ted States Supreme Cou.r•t and vJon a reversal of the Georgia
conviction.
In the decision of the Court, Chief Justice John
Marshall declared that the Cherokees were an independent nation
with boundaries defined by treaty agreement with the United
States.

14

Ex~cutive's

The next obvious step should have been the Chief
enforcement of the law, as interpreted by the

Supreme Cot:trt.

But Jackson chose to ignore the ruling, as he

had done earlier in the Tassels case.

The decision had no

effect on his attitudes or his objectives.

He continued to

press for extinguishment of Indian title to all lands within
the boundaries of the several states.
In his Third Annual Mes ss.ge delivered on December 6,

1832, Jackson expressed his optimism that the Indian problems
of all the states would soon be eliminated:
••• the Chickasa'tJS a:.r1d Choctat-1S ... {fi.aviJ ••• accepted
the generous offer of the Government and agreed to
remove beyond the Mississippi River, by which the whole
of the State of Mississippi and western .part of

H~ beverla
..,
• '·-6 e,

uT

ol'm

1\[
h lJ
~_:~rs_.£__.,

IV, pp. :;;·
r::'47 - 8 •
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Alabama tvill be freed fr•om Indian occupfmcy and opened
to a civilized population .• ~.

rc
,,.

~

At the request of ••• Georgia, the registrabion of
Cherokee Indis.ns for emigration has been resumed •.••
11hose t·Jho prefer remaining at their p1•esent home::.~
will hereafter be governed by the laws of Georgia,
as all her citizens are, and cease to be the objects
of peculiur care on the part of the General Government.
After noting that Indian title to lands in Ohio and Indiana
also were in the process of being extinguished,. Jackson added:
It is confidently believed that perseverance for a
few years in the present policy of the Government tvill
extinguish the Indian title to all lands lying within
the States composing our Federal Union, and remove
beyond their limits every Indian who is not tvilling
to submit to their laws. Thus will all conflicting
claims to jurisdiction between t~~ States and the
Indim1 tribes be put to rest ••.• ~

!

i

After the Ind'i:.:LJ.s vJere gone, no J:onger \vould the :ir friends
press the United States government to protect the tribes
from being dominated by the states in which they resided.
rhis sour•ce of fr:i.ction betHeen the federal goverrtment and

1

the states would vanish.
II.

PUBLIC HEAC11 ION TO JACKSON'S REHOVAL POLICY

American public opinion toi-Jard Andrew Jackson's
Indian pollcy was both varied and complex.

Suppor·t for> or

opposition to the President's policy was based on a number of
considerations:

humanitarianism, economics, politics,

sectionalism and racism.

-----------

__ j
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The South and West hear•tily advocated the remove>.l of
the remaining eastern tribes beyond the Mississippi for
economic reasons as well as security.

With the line of

settlement moving steadily \-Jestwar.d and the increasing
:Lmportance of cotton as a. staple crop, the southern lvhites
hungered for rich, ne-vJ lands to bring into cult:i.vation to
replace the worn-out lands of the Southeast.

1'he fact that

southerners i-Jould threaten the very permanency of the Union
I

by ignoring decisions of the United States Supreme Cou.r·t

I

I!-

indicates the depth of feeling in the South.
In the Northwest, in areas x•emoved from the irnmedie.te
frontier, public opinion tended to oppose removal for
political reasons.

The opposition in this area was concerned

less with humanitarianism than vJith the expressed intent of
l:Jashington to provide funds to implement removal.

North-

westerners favored internal improvements financed by the
federal government, and they vJere afraid that implementation

i1

of removal would siphon off funds that could be used to
improve transportation. facilities in the ltJest.
There were states outside the Northwest which also
opposed removal because of their support for fedEfralJ.y:...
financed internal improvements.

Haryla.nd was one of these.

An editorial in the -.Baltimore. ----Chronicle of June 21, 1830
explained this

view~

At the moment "1--iben the l'resldent •• _.has suppressed
Internal Improvements in our state and thereby

I
I

------·
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destroyed a principal means of SLlpport to the honest.
lnbo:t•er•, we have a bill passed and sanctiow:;d by bim,
which is likely to cost the state of Maryland sjzhundred and fifty-hw thousand dollars 1 to remove the
Indians from Georgia. Had that sum been applied to
the intern~l improvements of this ~tate, it would have
assisted in the maintenance of thousands, advanced t.he
material prosperity of the people, and raised Maryland
to an elevated rank among the Ste,tes ·of the Un-ion.
But 1.ve have ·"Jackson and Reform,'' and ruin v.nd degradation ar~ the consequences ••••
Even after passage of the Removal Bill, which would

v

,1

seem to have -dealt a death blm-1 to internal improvements,

'

supporters of the latter still h0ped to block federal
expenditures for removal.
undertones of

th~

'l1 he emotional and political

issue. are apparent in an editorial in the

. The iniq:..li tous bill ••• cs.n no\v only be counteracted
in one way, and it becomes all the fri~nds of the
honor of the Nation, of internal improvements, and of
the rights of the Indians, to effect that object.
We pref.mme the Indian blll can only be put into
operation by effective treaties. These must be strangled
in the Senate. Sixteen new Senators are to be elected
for the next Congress, and the people must exert
their utmost influence to produce the election of such
men as will be opposed to the unparalleled injustice
and faithfulness, that would otherwise result from the
measures of the administration in regard to this
question ••••
The sentiment of the central, northern and northeastern
sections of the country generally was adverse to removal.
Reasons for opposition varied from humanitarianism to
politics.

There "tvere, ho-vJever, some who sup ported removal

for pur·ely selfish reasons.

Jt,or example, opponents of the

tariff were mainly pro-Jackson and naturally supported the

/
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Preside~t. 1 s

Indian policy as did the opponents of internal

improvements.
Most

church~s

to the Indlans.

det~imental

opposed the removal policy as

~··

Church groups often petitioned Congress to

protect the ri.ghts of the Indians.

•:ehe Baptist Church was a

notable exception to the otherwise almost general opposition
of the churches to removal.

The Baptists advocated

colonizing· the Indians '!-Jest of the Mississippi.

Another

I

organization, the New York Board for the Preservation,

,·

I

Emigration; e.nd Improvement of the Aborie;ines favored removal.
Certain missionary organizations in the North also supported
emigration as a means of protecting the Indians.

They

reasoned that the Indians would be happier in a virgin country,
avJay from contact vJi th whites.
Humani ta.rians, both North and South,. vigorously
protested against Jackson's remove.l policy.

Memorials were

sent to Congress, and the policy -vms denounced in the
humani tari::m px'es s, of which the !I_e'Y-!. Yor!f
typical.

Obse~.£,

-vn.s

Humanitarians e.rgued that the rights of the Indians

were sacred nnd were guaranteed by treaty and, therefore,
must be respected.

'l1he Indians '!-Jere depleted as the victims,

of an irmnoral policy, and the American people were the judges
to whom the humanitarians dlrected.thelr appea1. 1 6

16 The foregoing overview of public opinion of Jackson's
Indian policy "t-Jas taken prirn::.J.rily from liJ.ahoney,
Opinion," pp. 2, 21, ?L~, 116-9.
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Anti-slavery humanitarians inc.J.nded the lnd:lans in the:i.r
crusade.

At a time \vhen abolitionists were making little

headway in winning support for the eradication of slavery,
the plight of the

Indi~ns,

especially the Cherokees, aroused

sympathy in most of the country. 1 7
Jackson was impatient vJi th the huma.ni tarians.

He

acknotvledged their good intentions, but he felt that they
were misled.

He responded to their pleas in his Second

AnnLla.l Message:
Humanity has often wept over the fate of the
aborigines of this country, and Philanthropy hns been
long busily employed in devising means to avert it,
but its progress has never for a moment been arrested,
and one by one ht!-Ve many pot-Jerful tribes disappeared
from the t::arth. 'l'o follovJ to tho toD.b tho last of his
race and to tread on the graves of extinct nations.
excite melancholy reflections. But true philanthropy
reconciles the mind to these vicissitudes as it does to
the extinction of one generation to make room for
another ••••. Philantr1ropy could not t-lish to see thi.s
continent restor•ed to the condition in "t-lhich it t-Jas
found by our forefathers •••• IJ.'he present· policy of the
Government is but a continuation of the saT-8
progressive change by a milder process ••••
'l'he Ppesident' s remo·val policy was also attacked in
Congress, and often there were political undertones in the
criticism.

In House of Rcpresenta ti ves debate, for exrunple,

Storrs of New York exposed the fallacy or pretending to
remove the Indians for their own good from a community where

17 u

.~:.a.rmon,

18

s· '
__2:,X"G;[

y~rs,

December 6, l())O.
pp. 520-·1.

p. 187 •

Richardson,

Me~s€,g~es,

II,

they had pleasant homes, churches and schooJ.s, to a
wilderness populated by hoBtile tribes sc~rcely emerged from
savagery.

Further, President Jackson was charged with having

delegated to himself
the Executive.

p~wers

that had never been conceded to

For when once a treaty

TtJaS

ratified by the

Senate, it became the la·v-1 of the la.nd and the President could
not abolish it.

Instead, it \vas his duty to enforce it.

19

The political implications of'. Georgie. 1 s refusal,
with the blessings of the President, to abide by Supreme
Court decisions aroused considerable public reaction.
Newspapers throughout the country

c~:irried

editorials commenting

on the confrontation during the 'l.'assels murder controversy.

'I'he 1?.2stQD_

Co~!'i££.,

21, 1831 issue:
out of sight.

a V.fhig paper, remarked in its January

"It is idle to pretend to wink this question
'l'he integrity and permanence of the Union are

'I'he plain question Hhich the rashness of' these
intemperate politicians has fo1•ced on the country is
whether the judicial ar~ of the General Government
.shall be amputated, OP armed with vigor, and ·
Whether by the mere volition of one of the States of
the Union, the stru.cture of our Government shall at
once~ and violently, be overthrmm.

11

awful consequ.ences" of aiding Georgia, and the extra-

ordino.r•y circumstances of the present conjecture "that the
Official Gazettes are engaged in a combination to weaken the

19

Abel,

11

Indian Consolidation 1

11

pp.

379-80.

6l~

Supreme Court of the United States in the confidence and

,·
I

:.=:

esteem of the people, ••• n

The !Je'ti IorJf .Q_S>r11me.!:£.LaJ:.

.t.clve:rti£l~£

of January 12 statedbluntly that "the authority of the

t -

!

Supremo Court is conderl'!-ned, the Cons ti.tution of the United
Sta. tes is trampled in the dust, and all this General

of January

L~

.r ackson

Harned:

In case of resistance to the authorlty of the _judicial
tribunals and the process of the lm·7, he LJackso_ry must
enforce obedience to the.lnw at all ha~5rds. A refusal
will render him liable to impeacrunent.
In short, the opposition pr•ess implied that resistance to

the Supreme Court was treason, that the Supreme Court was
not to be irltimidated arid demanded that Fresident Jackson
enforce the ln.ws.
Jackson's supporters were quick to respond.

They

charged that the opposition was trying to bring the Supreme
Court into collision with the President as well as with the
states.

According to the charge, the opposition was trying

to enlist the influence of the Cou..rt in its political
campaign to

overthro~v

the present administration.

Why else,

claimed Jackson's supporters, did their opponents say that
the Court would not be intimidated when they knew that Andrew
21
Jackson would not be intimidated?

20 Newspaper references quote d 1.n
. '1
i' arren,
.Q_gurt, I, PP• 19!1.-_5.

21 Beveridge, J 2_g.!} Hershal.J.:, IV, p. 19.:;.
c:'

s
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:Hartin Vnn Buren was especially disturbed by lv1arshr.ll's

l~

J

,..:::;
.

concluding remarks in the

Che~okee

Nation· vs. Georgia case.

Marshall's opinion ended with the statement that
of whethel" the Indians .had a right to their lands

t~e
11

question

'might

perhaps' be decided by a court in a proper case with proper
parties • 11

Vw.1 Buren considered this a deliberate ''design to

operate upon the public mind sdversely to Georgia and the
President, 11 and thereby to affect the political situation by
22
encouraging another confrontation with the Supreme Court.
Not ill Jackson's Indian problems were in the Southeast.

'VJh:i.le the attention of the public

vHl..S

focused

primarily on the plight of the Cherokees, there were still
troubles in the Northwest.

The Boston Courier of October 24,

1832, commented on an Indian war waged chiefly inillinois
and Wisconsin:
••• An iniquitous treaty, enforced with violence
and blood-spilling, has driven Black Hawk to arms.
Some hundreds of lives were lost and half a million
of dollars expended. All this misery and waste is
fairly attr~~uted to the imbecile misconduct of Andrew
Jackson ••••
The Indians who yet remained east of the Mississippi
certainly could agre'e with these sentiments.

1'hey were faced

----------22

John C. Fitzpatrick (ed.), "Autobiography of Nartin
Van Buren, 11 American Historical Associe.tion, Report for 1918
( Hashington: Government Printing Office, 1920)-;-TIT pp. 191-2.

23 Quoted in Hahoney,

11

Publ5.c Opi.nion, 11 p. 67.
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with the p.rospect of eviction from their homes .and lnvoluntary relocation to a savage land.

,_

They did nst acbept the

.j:

'·

prospect meekly.

c ---

III.

THE INDIAN RESPONSE

lVIos t of the troubles bet1-1een Indian and 1.vhi te can be
traced to the negotiation, violation or abrogation of
tl~eaties

i-Jhich had included the guarantee of Indian lands.

Actions to change relationships betHeen Indian and white
usually were initiated by the white and Here detrimental to
the Indian.
The earliest Indian treaties negotiated by the new
fede1•al government in the eighteenth century often included
prom1.ses that the United States would protect Indian claims \

i

to lands. · In a 1791 treaty with the Creeks, for example, a f
clause read that:

"'I'he United States solemnly guarantee to
I

the Creek nation all their land within the limits of the·
United States. 11
Cherokees stated:

A pact concluded the same year i'iith the
11

The United States solem.~.'1ly guarantee to

the Che!'okee nation all their• lands not hereby ceded.

If any

citizen of the United States, or other settler not of the
Indian race, establishes himself upon the territory of the
Cherokees, the United States declare that they will withdraw
their protection from that individual, and give him up to be
punished as the Cherokee nat ion thinks fit.

11

The Indians had

I

learned from bitter experience that these were hollow
promises.

Tt.'hen they were offered nevi lands beyond the

Mississippi, they feared that the settlement would be· only
tempol~ary.

They had nq assurance that they would actually be

able to dwell in peace i.n" the promised country without the
2
fear of dispossession once again. 4
Alexis de Tocqueville v1as an eye-Hitness to the
removals and "t..Jrote a thoughtful analysis of the Indian
reaction to white pressure for emigration.

He saw a mixed

response.

Some joyfully consented to quit their beleaguered

homeland.

But the most civilized refused to abs.ndon their

homes and .gl""'O"t-1ing crops •

r.rhey were afraid that once the

work of civilization was interrupted, it would never be
resumed.

According to de Tocqueville, they feared that the

domestic habits vJhich they had so recently e.cquired vJould be
irrevocably lost in the midst of a country that \..Jas still
barbarous and where nothing was prepared for the subsistence
of an agricultural people. · They kneH that

theil~

entrance

into the proffered lands would be opposed by hostJle savages
that already inhabited the area.

They also "!-Jere aware that

they had lost the energy of barbarians \vi thout having yet

_______

acquired the resources of civilization to resist their
,

2h

'Alexis de 'l'ocqueville, DemocraSY. in :£:-me£_i_ca (New
York: Vintage Books, 1945), I, p:-36b,cited hereafter as
Democr~£l·
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a.ttnck.s.

25

i~

Supporters of removal \-Jere lavish in their desc.riptions of the country vJest of the Mississippi.
\vho

vJaS

p~.·-·-

A Ha.jo·r vlalker

employed by the United States goverrll'llent to assist

the Creeks during removals reported after a trip to the
Arkansas country that it was
earth.

11

as fine and fertile as any__on_____

The Creeks who are there could not be persuaded to

come back.
people •.•

I never saw such a change for the better in any

.. 26
4

The Nobile

Regist~r_,

October 15, 1829, also reported

on \valker' s return f!'om the 1vest.
·: ;

that \'Jalker had

t-J

'l'he news item mentioned

i th him four principal Creek chiefs, three

of whom had spent the last year in the territory.

According

to the article, the party conf:Lrmed the accounts Hhich had
been "uniformly" given of the country and spoke in the
highest terms of the fert:Llity of the soil, the abundance of
game and the excellent climate.

IJ.'he report continued:

... it is underStood the faith of the Go·vernrne11t is
pledged that it shall remain secure from the encroachment of the whites, and that it shall afford the Indians
a permanent residence.

We have seen and conversed with several of the
chiefs and head men t-1ho have vis:i. ted the cou.._n try,
some of ~·Jhom are shr'evJd and intelligent; they are
all of the opinion that their condition and prospects

25 ne l'ocqueville, De~g_c:r.'ac_x, I p. 366.
1
26
Q.uoted :i:n the NerrJ Y£rk Evert.ir~g Fos~, October 1.5,
1

1829

0
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~vould

be lncalculably benefitted by a removal ••••

27

'l1he gloHing reports of the Promised Land generally did
not convince the southeastern Ind:ta.ns that they should
emigr·ate.

A

Cherokee commission ·sent to investigate the

proposed removal site reported on its return th&t the western
lru1d was unfit for agriculture and that, once there, the
Cherokees

have to fight savage trlbes to gain possess:ton

~vou.ld

of the countrye

28

In spite of the favorable words of their

chief's \·Jho had accompanied Walker, the gPeat majority of. the
Creeks were no more convinced than the Cherokees that they
should emigrate.

A United States agent who lived among the

Creeks stated that he had been informed by several Indians,
one in particular in whom he placed much confidence, that
Creek councils had resolved

11

to Stay and die ••• to a. man

fighting for the soil of their fathers."

The agent also said

that his reliable informant told him that "deputations have
been sent to the Cherokees, the Chocta.i\IS and Sern:i.noles, to
sol:i.ci t their concurrence in sentiment and action •••• 11

'J.lhf)

agent added that the Cherokee reply indicated agreement and
that the leader of that nation was preparing a talk, advising

the Cher•okees never to give up their• lands, but to kiJ.l every

------·----

2 "1 Cited in the N~ York ~_y_eni!lf1 Post, March

1829.

4,
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l-.Jhite man that crossed the boundary line into the naticn.

29

The Cherokee decision to resist removal was confirmed
by artieles i,n the·

Cherok~~ Phq_~nix.

The g._g_gusta Chroniill

of July 29, 1829, revie-vling a Phoenix article, stated:-

nwe

·speak wj_ th confidence when we say, coercion alone tv ill remove
them to the western country allotted for the Indisns."

Then

the Chro~)..~ item quoted a Cherokee chief of n great

influence and authority," W. Hicks:
I will hold to my country Lmt il driven from it by
the bayonet; but if other~Ilse, I will take my flight
to the western ~ilds, to seek a retreat in a country ••.
where the voice of the civilized men gives place to
yells of savage men and ferocious beast -- there to
spend my days in obscu:t'ity, and to look back on my
injured country s and msurn the fate of •• •{ji/ . .. noble
but unfortunate 1•ace .3

Hick's statement dramatizes the dete1•mination of the
Cherokees to stay on their eastern lands.

Also, the pictm•e

of the Promised I.Jmd conveyed by this respected Cherokee
chief is considerably different from that presented by Major
Walker and other advocates of removal.

vii th such contradictory accounts, all from seemingly
reliable sources, obser·vers often wex•e hard-pressed to knovJ
l-Jhich vlet-Jpoint to accept.

No doubt, one accepted the vievJ

that closely paralleled his QHn feelings.

For example, a

2

~ Co.J.u_rn.bus Eft_guireJ.: (Georgia), ~uly 18, 1929, cited
in £~ugusT.t, Chrof!.icl~ (Ge-orgia), July 2;J, 1829, reprinted
by Ne~ ¥~~ ~venil1[ ~os·~, August 4, 1829.
JOCited in the Ne'iJ York g~yy..!..in"~ Pos.t, August 7, 1829.-
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nev-1spaperman attempted to explain

a~u~.y

the opposing view:

'

i;-

;r_

The accounts of hostile feelings on the part of
the southern Indis.ns toward the government, of their
1~----~-----·
resolutions not to enter into any treaty for their
emigration, and their determination to resist the
execution of the state lm·lS w·ithin theh• settlements,
·He have l'eB.son to believe will turn out to be great
exaggeration, if not, as is still more probable, moro
inventions. We have no doubt that they will consent
to any proposal for a change in their situation, made
bJ" their real friends, and with a viel..J of improving
1 - - - - - - - - - + - ' 'b.etr-c:on-d-1-t-1-on-,--tn pr_e_s_er-ving -tf.rem bot;-nfrom tb~.e~,---------;-~--- - corruptions and quarrels incident tQ their in~ediate
nelghborhood to a white population.jl
1- --

-

Though admitting the resistance of the southern
Indians to removal, many northerners, including AndreVJ
Jackson and Major Walker, believed that most of the Indians

'

~

1

wanted to emigrate but that their chiefs held them

back~

Walker had lived among the Creeks and felt he kne\>J them well.
He

claim~d

that at least two-thirds of the nation wanted

desperately to emigrate, but feared their leaders who had
threatened them with punishment and death if they dared
attempt to go .3 2
Thomas

r~.

1'1cKenney, head of the Office of Indian

Affairs, agreed with HaJ.ker and Jackson that the chiefs were
preventing removal.

Furthermore, he claimed that he could

prove it by citing letters which he had recei.ved from the
Indians themselves and from "gentlemen of high standing,

31E•'ditc,rl.'al in theN
k E
·
P t Augus t 12 ,
...
_ e\·J Y
--2.E..:_
__y~nl.!,l.g
_.£..~,
1829.

--

---------~~-~---·
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citlzens of the States bordering these people. 11

33

The latter

appear somewhat dubious sources.
McKenney proposed to solve the problem by placing an
armed force in

Georgia~

He carefully spelled out what the

force would do:
Its presence shou1d be preceded by the solemn
declaration that it was coming,~n~o~t~t~o~c~o~~~~p~e==l-=a~·~----~~--+--~
single Indian to quit the place of his choice, but
~
only to protect those who desire to better their
condition •••• Humanity seems to requ:i.re this, and, if
fc
this measure hs.d been adopted sooner, many who no1,1
smart under the lash of their chiefs, and who are
doomed to pass the remainder of their lives with
mutilated bodies, v10uld be free from the one, and not
to hav~~-to endure the suffering and disgrace of the
other ..
I

'rhe Cherokee

Pl!oe_!?.j~

responded in a number· of artieles

· to the charge that the Cherokee c:h.iefs were preventing
individuals from emigrating.

In one article, the

Phoeni.~

replied to McKenney by stating that "the. great body of this
tribe a1•e not anxious to

!:£.~·

11

In a.ns1.ver to McKenney's

claim that the chiefs had prescribed death to any who e1wolled
for emigration, the writer charged him guilty of a gross
slander:
••• why is it that this gentleman delights to assert
things that are utterly unfounded?· Is it his intention,
together with those who are endeavoring to remove the

1829.

33Quoted :1.n the Ne11-1 York Evenig;~ Post, October 15,
34Annual Report for 1829, Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Department of Hat>, quoted in the Ne.!.!,
December 23, 1829.
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Indians to effect their end by deceivlng the public.? •.•
That the truth may be known, we are perfectly willing
that the "Indian Board" should despatch a !'espons i ble
agent to this nation and obtain factsf'rom individuals; ••• also, our columns shall always be open for the
reply of any Hho may think that He have m:i.sr3~resented
the vieHs of the majority of.this nation....
.
Jackson flrrnly believed that removal could be completed
smoothly but for the powe1., of the chiefs..

Therefore, he

worked out a plan designed to break the:tr hold on their people.
He ordered a change in the manner of paying

feder~l

annuities

to the Cherokee nation. · For many years, the payment had been
made to the elected treasurer o.f the tribe and was used by
the chiefs to promote the general Helfare.

Under Jackson's

plan, agents were to make a pro--rata payment directly to each
individual.
procedure.

This would eliminate the chiefs from the
The amount to go to each person under Jackson's

scheme was approximately forty-two cents.

But the cost of

individual travel to the disbursing agency was several times
that amount.

~~he

Cherokees voted several times that they

wished to receive i. t in the old v.1ay and rafused to accept
6
the new procedure, but Jackson would not yielct.3
The Cherokees ·found that Jackson not only would not
help them, but would prevent the Supreme Court from coming
to their assistance.

1829.
36H_armon,

During the Court hearing on Cherokee

!;
i

'-

Nation .Y...§.• Georgia, the Indians

lncr~asingly

feared the.t

Jackson would not enforce a decision that was favorable
the Cherokees.

~o

Their fears were reflected in the closing

words of their counsel:
Hhat is the value of that Government in which the
decrees· of its Courts can be mocked Hi th impunity ••••
It is no Government at all, or a.t best a flimsy vJBb
of for·m, ca able of holding o_nly_the_f~e-ehle~s~t-i~nse-e--t-s-,.------~t---
while the more powerful of wing break tm~u at
leisur•e ••• e
In pronouncing your decree you will have declared
the lo.w; and it is a part of the S\vorn duty of the
President of the United States to ntalw care that the
laws be faithfully executed." ••• If he rei'u.ses to
perform this duty, the Constitution has provided a
l~emedy.
But 1s this Court to anticipate that the
Pr·esident will not do his duty •••• I believe that if
~his injunctiop shall be .$-Wa):'ded, .. ther•e is a moral
.t6rce ln the public s6riti~6nt or'the Amcrl6sn
community, wh17l1 will alone sustain -it and constrain
obedience ••••
The question of whether Jackson would execute a decision
unfavorable to his policies did not

al~ise.

The Court t s

decision was simply that it dld not have jurisdiction in the
case.
The question did arise, however, with the decision in
the case of Worcester
Che1~9ke~

~.

Georgia.

An edi tor•ial in the

Pl1;_9enix, September 1.5, 1832, voiced discouragement

at Jackson's response to the decision:
However unpleasant the fact may be to us: yet it
is a fact which our eyes see it fully demonstated
every day, that the President of the United States

________
,

L
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does not take the first step to defend the rights of
the Cherokees, tmder the decision of the Supreme
Court. But this is not all ~- he no~1 officially
tells us that he is not bound by that decision)· and,
by inference, intends to disregard it •

L

F-

• • • "Hha.t sort of hope have v1e then from a president,
who feels himself under no obligation to execute, but
has abundance of inclination to disr·egard the lavw
and tr•eatj_es· as interpreted by a pr•oper branch of the
Gvvernment?. We have nothing to expect from such an
executive:: --- and if General Jackson is disposed to do
as he pleases the remedy is not with Lts, but with the
people of the United States ·-- \ve shf;tll seB whethel"'
that remedy shall be promptly applied •••• 3
Some Cherokees saw that further resistance wa~ futile
and began to advocate emigration in order to live in peace
again.

This was the Peace Party.

Jackson negotiated with

this group as if it were representing the whole nation.

A

trec.. ty. was concluded 'lt!ith this faction and vJas su.bmi tted to
the \·Jhole nation for ratification.

It was overwhelmingly

·defeated.
The regularly-constituted Cherokee gover·nment became
alarmed at what the Peace Party might accomplish in \vashington
and decided to send a group of its ollm.

Jackson received

both and played one group against the other.

'rhe regular

government offered to sell a large part of the easter·n
Cherokee country for $20 million, but Jackson rejected it as
excessive.

He then negotiated with the peace faction which

agreed to a payment of $4~ million for• the same country.

38Mahoney,

"Public Opinion," p.

45.
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\1hen the resulting tree. t.y

\-I as

su.bmi tted to the Cherokee

nation for ratification, both groups unexpectedly united and
the treaty was defeated.

'When strife developed later·

bet\~eEm

the t1-w forces,. the feqeral gover'nment in 183.5 took advantage
of the split and forced the Ne\-J Echota treaty on the nation,
much against the will of the majority.
final act in the political

strug~le

fJ.'he treaty v-1as the

over removal.

That there was broad opposition to Jackson's removal
policy from both whites and Indians is incUspu.table.
fact that he

respond~d

The

negatively to this opposition tended

to belie his claim, on other occasions 1 to be acting in the

II

name of the people.

J

--

1

CHAP'Jlim V .

'l'H.l!: EXPEDIEN'l' ANDREW JACKSON
1:

Wl th his practi qal mlnd and aggressive spl.ri t, AndrevJ

Jackson met issues as they arose, sometimes on his own
initiatlve S.Ild sometimes on the suggestions of others.

In

solving the problems of the moment, he occasionally contradieted himself.

He was elther unconscious of his

inconsistenc:tes, or if aware of ·t;hem, he was not bothered by
them.

Nowhere was his opportunism better illustrated than in
his Indian policies. 1
Early in his public career, in 1817, Jackson felt tbat
the best thing that. could be done for Indians would be to
expose them to the ci vilizlng influences of a superior• whlte
culture.

In a letter to President MonroeJ Jackson explained

that the existence and happiness of the Indians in the
f1•ontier Pegions depended upon a change in their habits and
customs.

The game had been· lllrgely destroyed in the a.rea, so

they could:
••• no longer exist by theil~ bo:,Js and arrows and
Gun. They nm.st lay them aside and produce by labour;
from the earth a subsistence; ln short they must be
civil~zed; to affect which their territorial boundary
must be curtailed; as long as they are permitted to
roam over vast limits in pursuit of game, so long
will they retain their savage manners, and customs ••••
---·---~-~---

1

_,_________ .

EdHard Js,mes, American Fltltarch, n. 192.

i
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produce this grand object, circumscribe their
put into their hands the utensils of husbandry~
yield them protection, and enforce obedience to those
just laws provided for their benefit 1 and in a short
time they vJill be civilized, and by placing near them
an lndustrious and virtuous population you set them
good examples, their ms.nne2s ·hab1ts and customs 1-Jill
be imbibed and adopted ••••
·~-to

bounds~

In short,

fo~

I
[

the Indian's own good, he should become a

his society adjacent to a white society so he can learn by
imitation.
Before Jackson became President, he had completely
reversed this view.

In the letter to Monroe quoted above,

he recommended proxirni ty to a white society as the only t>Jay
to save the Indian.

Later, in a message to Congress, he

declared this imposs:tble:
'l1hat those tribes can not exist surrounded by

our settlements and in continual contact with our
citizens is certain. They have neither the
intelligence, the industry, the moral habits, nor
the desl.re of improvement 1,1hich are essential to
any favorable change in their condition.
Established in the midst of another and a superior
race, and without appreciating the causes of their
inferiority or seeking to control them, they must
necesss.::D·?" yield to t~e force of circwnstanees and
ere lon 0 dlsappear ••••
Yet, Jackson acknowledged in a. speech four years earlier
that:

"A portion ••• of the Southern

tribe~.l,

having mingled

----------2

1817.

~ro the President, James Honroe, Nashville, Harch
Bassett, Corresnond~~ce, II, pp. 277-8.

3Fifth Annual Message, December• 3, lf.533·
~esea&£~, III, p. 33.

4,
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much with the whites ••• !Jiavi/ ••• made some progress in the
art~

of civilized

lif~!

•••

Q

11

4

Jackson's t~ndency to contradict himself is also
't

e.ppa.rent in his e.tti tude toward honesty.

He often failed to

foll011 hts frequent advice to others to be completely honest
in dealing with Indians.

To illustrate, in an address to

Congi•ess j_n early sLUn.rn.er• of 1830, Jackson spoke of Indian
attempts to
wealths.

e1~ect

l.ndependent states t-Jithln white conLrnon-

In· late summe1• of the same yea.P, he explained

state-making a bit differently when he spoke to a delegation
from the Chickasaw na.t:l.on concerning removal.

In his argtJ.ment

to convinee the delegates that removal was inevitable, he
siid:

"States have been erected within your ancient

limits •••• n

Jackson pointed out that the new white. states

claimed a:
••• right to govern and control your people as they
do their own citizens, and to make them answerabl-e
to their civil and criminal codes. Your great father
has not the po\·Jer to prevent this state of things o • • •
On the other hand, since the previous May the President had
been negotlating a treaty t-Jith the Choctm1s (signed thirtyfive days after this speech to the Chickasaws), whereby the

United States guaranteed to protect the Choctaws in the future
against the same ''state of things 11 that. Jackson told the

4Firat Annual Message, December 8, 1829.
Mes s_§_g~_g,, I I, p. 457.

Richardson,

~-------
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Chickasm·Js he had no po"t-Jer to prevent • .5

I;
I

Jackson also was not forthright in dealing \dth the
Cherokee::.> and Creeks v1hen he sent General

~villiarn

Georgia to encourage sentiment f~r emigration.

Carrol to

Ihstructed to

keep his official status secret, Carrol was authorized to
distribute presents l:i..berally a11ong the poorer Indians, the
chlldr•en of chiefs and among the leaders themselves.

His

purpose was to gain a personal following so that, later, he
could use his new··found influence to build support for
emigration.

Jackson's scheme did not work.

quently reported that the Indians
deceived.

~·Jere

Carr~ol

subse-

too discerning to be

6

Jackson's expediency is evident once moro in his
opinions on the sovereignty of states.
with the political climate.

His views changed

During the removal problems in

the Southwest, he felt that Georgia had jurisdiction over ull
Indians within its boundaries.

He. considered the Indian

problem basically Georgia's, not t.he United

States~.

This

view was a complete reversal of an attitude held earlier'
dLtr'i.ng his Indian campaigns i.n the South.

During h:i.s march

into F'lorida, Jackson was angered when he learned that Georgian

5Seymour

Dunbar,

A HiAto~y Qf

Travel in America

(NevJ York: Tudor Publishing Company, l9J7T~" pp.~57iS-"r;·

hereafter cited as Travel.

---
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troops had a:tte.clced an Indlan village in that state

~vhicl-r

he
L . -·----·--

had recently visited:

I~

••• I have received ••• the letter~ •• detailing the
base, covJardly and inhuman attack~ on the old Homan
and men of the .••• village, ~vhllst tho ~Varri.ors of that
vil\_ag~e. was with me~ fighting the battles of our
countrL against the common enemy ••••
That the Governor• of a state should

assu.r~e

the

11----------'t~i-gh-t---t-o---.r-n-a-1.~-w-a-r-a~g-a-i-n-s-t-a-:a-I-B~e1i-a~~t--1?-i--B-e--3:-n-p-e-P-f-e~e--t5----------

peaee with and under the.protection of the u. States,
is assuming a responsibility, that I t1•ust you will
be able to excuse to the Government of the U. States,
to which you \·Jill have to answer, and through which
I had so recently passed, promising the aged that
remained at home my protection and taking the Hs.rriors
with me on the campaign is as unwa.rantable as strange •
.B..tt it is still mox•e strange that there could exis-c
v:i thin the U. States, a CO"irJardly monster in hume.n
shape, that could violate the sanctity of a flag,
when borne by any person, but more particularly when
in the hands of a superanuated Indian chief worn
dm-m Hith age. Such base cm-Jardice and murderous
conduct as this transaction affords, has not lts
par!lel in 91story and shoGld meet with its merited
punJ.shment.

Jackson's inconsistencies cannot ahJays be explained
by pointing out the changes ln politics and in his attitudes.
!-'-

For example, while he denied federal sovereignty over Georgia
on the question of Indian removal, at the same time he upheld
federal sovereignty over South Carolina ln the nullification
controversy.

He warned the South Carolinians tha~ "the laws

of' the United States must be executed.

I have no discre-

tionary poTtJer on the subject; my dtJ.ty is emphatically

7To the . lrovernor'
,
of Georgia ( viillia.m Rabun ) , On
Harch 'JloH~n. . ds Pensacola 7 .ivliles Advanced of Port Gadsden,
Hay 7, Hn8.
Bassett, Co~§l?..<?Qde_nc~... II, p. 315.
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pronounced in the

Constitut~on •••• " 8
;----------

In spite of these words in the Proclamation, Jackson's
oppor-tunie.tic nature led him to decide, virtually on a caseto~ co.se

bas is, tvhen he 'tvould enforce the lat.J.

Since he i-1as

el&cted by the people, he considered himself as qualified as
the Supremo Court to interpret the law.

Jackson is reportf.Jd

to have said that he had as good a right,

11

being a coorqinate

branch of the government, 11 to order the Supreme Court as that
tribunal had to require him to execute its decisions.9
\'ihether or not he made the famous comment,

11

John Marshall has

made his opinion, now let him enforce it,n Jackson was·
certainly in full accord with the spirit of the remark.

10

Diffic1.1lties 1n federal management of Indian affairs
can be traced to the vagueness of the Constitution on the
matter.

'I'his doc1.1ment did not definitely place responsibi-

li ty vii th any particular office for the absolute control of
the Indians.

Congress was glven the pOlveP to "regulate

conunerce ••• TI.:ith the Indianstt vlhile the Pr•esident 't-Jas assigned
authority to make treaties with them.

Congress also found

·8

"Proclamation to the People of South Carolina."
l'homas A •. Bailey, }~h~ Aq!_eri ca~ ~ryj}~i:.~ (second edit ion;
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, l9blj), I, pp. 2)8-9.

1

9

10

Quoted in the

~~vJ Jol~_!f !}.~9._yert?.s~,

March 7, 1832.

Glyndon G. Van Deusen, 'l'q~- ,Jac~§_Q_I!JM: Era (in 'l'he
Nevl P.merican Nation ~.£.!.:J~, eds. Henry Steele Comm.ager and
Rich.arcl-B7'"'1Jiorrf&:"""". New York: Harper and RNJ, Publishers,
19 59) , p. LJ. 9 ~

L

constitutional authority for its actions in the general
rJelfare and national defense clauses.

11

To these powers,

L

Jackson added the right of the President, unilaterally, to
abolish

India~

treaties.

This was part of the legacy left

to his successors.
1~----------------~l~~--------------------------~----------------------------------'------

Prucha, Indi ~ Pqli...£1, pp.

~t2- 3.
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VI

A LEGACY

/

I

~He was
\~hi tes

__--,

Andrew Jackson lived most of his life on the frontier.
s. first-hand witness to the steady encroachrnent ·of

on t-he ancestral hunting and farming lands of the

Indians.

There are indications that he sympathized with

their plight, but it is obvious from his policy, once he was
in e. position to establish policy, that he considered any
injustices done to Indians outweighed by the benefits
accruing to whites.

\\

\give

Throughout his life, where the interests

of Indian and Hhite clashed, he felt that the Indian had to

\

\.Jay •

I.

REMOVAL: A LEGACY OF CHAOS

Jackson's justification for removal was based on both
legal grounds and personal convictions.

He cited the United

States Constitution when he refused to acknowledge the right
of the Cherokee nation to set up its own independent government.

By so doing, he ignored treaty obligations to the sa.me.

nation.

No doubt, the choice, whether to obey the

Constitution or execute treaties concluded by himself and his
predecessors, was made easier by his own convictions.

/r Pres:Ldent

.Tacks on believed in the rights of states, and he)

\oconsidePed Indian problems prirnari1y to be state problems.

!
i_
,--

- --

He believed the Indians had no rights which would-supersede .
the rights

o~

1-

f-------

the states.

L
"-

--

----------

Jackson rejected the Indle,ns' claim of sovereignty,
referring.in particular to the Cherokees in his First Armual

Message:
••• With their abstract and natural right to
· there can be no doubt j and,,___i--'n:::-----=----=---:-------+--like manners emancipated negroes h8.Ve a natural I'i[:Sht
~to form themselves into a sepa;rat.e government, /J5t1y
••• the impropriety of permitting this to £e done is as
I=
apparent in the one case as in the other.
j'

~1---------"s"-'··e""'\l~f-~~.government,

1

This statement is an interesting combination of
expediency and the eighteenth century belief in natural
rights.

The histories of Negroes and Indiens in fm.erica are

hardly comparable, hovwver.

Negroes had never governed

themselvos as a.n independent nation on the land vihich they
occupied 1 as the Cherokees had.

'l1l:te Negr>oes ha.d no· anc1.ent

claim to ter~itory in America, as the Cherokees had.

No

Negro society in America had ever been recognized as
sovereign, nor had such a society entered into treaties with
the United States

~<Jhereby

rights snd lands wer·e gu.aranteed

to them, as the Cherokees had.

But Jackson chose to ignore

the historical bs.ckgrounds of Indians and Negroes and
recognized the inherent rights of all free men to form a
soc.ial compact.

Nevertheless, for' practical rea.s ons, he

denied the right of either grou.p to pol:i.t ical autonomy,

1
December

8,

1829.

Rj_chardson, N~.iL~ag_~!}_, II, p.

458.
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There is a technical justification for Jetckson 1 s
contention that the southern Indians Here not sovereign.
Under the terms of the Treaty of Hopewell of November 1785
bettveen the Cherokees and the United States and aJ.mos t

.

identical treaties a few months later with the Choctaws and
the Chickasa-t·lS, the Ind:i.e. ns placed themselves
protection of the United
the United

State~

States~

unde:t~

the

Also, the treaties gave

control of tribal trade and fixed boundaries

between the different tribes and between the Indians and
whites.

2

In defense of the Indian vielv, it must, be remembered

that the United States continued to deal with the tribes as
though they were still independent, entering ln.to negotiations
with

~b~m

and concluding treaties as between sover0ign

.
3
na t 1.ons.

In addition to the nebulolls question of sovereignty,·
there was another:
removal?

woLlld the Indians really benefit by

Jackson was convinced that there was no other way.

He believed that they must be moved to a place where they
could live their "rude, savage" life, separated from the
pressures of white civilization, until they were ready to be
accepted in some form into the United States.
0

In speeches,

c:.Cochran, Dictiona!2, p. 434. Louis Filler and Allen
Guttman (eds.), The Removal of the Cherokee Nation (in
Problems in AmerJ.csn-cTviT-fz.e.t.:ion-Series-;ect-:--i=FichardF.
Fe-.nDO~--·:rr.-:--· ~·oston:--D. c. neath and Cornpany} 1962)' p. 2.

3p·

I d- J.· a12
.
r u c 11a , _Jl

~, •
::n...:-::..d£1..,
P • lL!-2 •
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he dEiscribed what the federal government was doing for the
Indians in their net-J homelands vJes t of the Hiss:i.ssippi.

It

is abvious from JacksonJs own descriptions that the government did not attempt to create an environmeni.J in
emigrants vJould _live a "rude, savage 11 life.

~vhich

the

IJ.'he soclety that

Jackson described had all the trappings of a t-Jh:i.te society.
If the southeastern Indians were making progress in
their old homeland toward a white civilization, this fact
would cast doubt on the claim that they must be relocated
before they could become civilized.

Certainly, they were

backward in comparison with their white neighbors, but the
term "savage" hardly seems appropriate to describe all of
them •. 'l'he prog:;:•ess of the Cherokees toward lvhite civilization, which Jackson publicly acknowledged, has been
·mentioned.
Ne:l ther were the Chickasa,.,.Js bar·barians at the time of
their proposed removal.

As early as

\-Jere definitely on the upgrade.
which cost an average of
as much as ~[2,000.

1827, the Chickasaws

'I'hey lived in

800 houses

$150 each, though some were worth

Host of the farm properties had barns,

co1•ncribs and other outbuildings.

'l'he nation possessed ten

mills, about fifty mechanl cal 1wrkshops and some orchards.
Each hoctsehold Olvned an average of t;vlO horses, two cows, five
hogs and a flock of chickens.
in that era of cheap prices was

The total value of their stock

t84,000.

The value of the

I~
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fences they had built around their farms was

$50,000.4 The
J__. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Chickasaws maintained ferries and taverns along Indian roads
used by \oJhite travelers.

Like the Cherokees and Choctav.Js,

the Chickasa.Hs exported a part of their agricultural pro.duce
and dome::1tic. manufactures to neighborlng Hhite states • .5
Such descriptions of Indian progress tov-1ard white
civilization should not be interpreted to mean that the
entire tribe

~u1.s

involved in the prog1•ess.

The claim that

the Cherokees had made considerable advances, fox· example,
must be tempered by the fact that most of them were not
educated Emd were not vJeal thy, land-o-vming, slave-holding
farmers.

And most had not adopted the ways of the whites.

Hence, many whites, including Andrew Jackson, could believe
the argument that the Indians could not be assimilated in
. theil' present condition and for theil• own benefit should be

removed to a location where they could be gradually civilized.
'l'he Cherokees sealed their fate
establish an independent gover'nment.

~tJhen

they attempted to

'l'heir tactic of trying

to create a state withln a state would have set up impossible
stresses for the federal system.

Many whites who might

other\dse have sympathized with their predicament could not
accept this violation of Georgia's sovereignty.

In

4From reports of 'l'homas McKenney, Indlan Agent to the
ChickasaHs, cited in Dunbar, Jrave_±, p. 37~-·

5Du.nbar, 'l'rav~!,

pp.

574-5.

'

I

~

-
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retrospect, it is obvious that from the beginning their case
was hopeless and removal inevitable.

I

6

Had removal been accomplished without force, then it
would be easier to believe that Jackson was sincere in his
hLUnanita.rian justification for the policy.
force and the suffering that
to belie these gestures.

accon~anied

But the use of

the removals tended

The magnitude of ths emigration was

not comprehended by Jackson or Congress.

Political

tents were appointed to positions of authority.
· 'trJas

incompe~

The result

mismanagement, corruption and needless suffering. 7
One of the most discerning critics of American Indian

policy during the period removal was under Hay 1r1as Alexis de

Tocqueville.

He wrote:

It is impossible to conceive the fr•ightful sufferings
that attend these forced migrations. They are undertaken by a people 8.lready exhausted and reduced; and
the countries to l·Jhich the net·JCorners betake themselves
are inhabited by other tribes, which receive them with
jealous hostility. Hunger is in the rear, war awaits
them, and misery besets them· on all sides. 'l'o escape
from so many enemies, they separate, ••• '.ehe social
tie ••• is then dissolved; they have no longer a country,
and soon they will not be a people; their very families
are obliterated; their common name is forgotten; their
language perishes; and all traces of their orj_gin
di.sappear •..• I should be sorry to have my reader suppose
that I &vn coloring the picture too highly; I saH with my
own eyes many of the miseries that I have just described,
and was the witnegs of sufferings that I have not the
power to portray.

6

Hagan, Am.eri_£ag Indians, p. 76.

7Nahoney, "Public Opinion," p. iii.
8[)e Tocqueville,

De~cr~£Y.,,

~
I, p. 3_...2.
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Cont;.r•ary to Jackson's expect;at:Lons thB.t the

reloct~ted

,.

!------------

Indians would eventually earn acceptance into the mainstream

' were forced to resort to savagery
of American life, emigres
to survive.

As early

~s

1816, clashes occurred between the

'tvestern tribes and the migrating Indians.

t~ho

'l'h.e Chj_ckasmJs

arrived west of the Mississippi in the 1830's did not take up
theil'' assigned lands because they feared "wild tribes."

11he

Comanches, Osages and Pawnees '·Jere the chief antagonists.
The eastern Indians held their own at fir·st, being better
armed.

But when the weapons promised by the United States

government fa1led to appear, they suffered at the hands of
the nat:ive tribes.

Probably, the President of the United

States was kept informed of this state of affairs.
Thus, the Indians whom Jackson would wean from their
warlike, savage ways either had to revive these qualities or
be overrun.

The cult of the warrior was still strong

enough among the displaced Indi e.ns that they often 1-JilJ.ingly
took up the challenge of the plains tribes.
the emigrants t·Jere employed by the
Mexico.

~J.lexans

Later, some of

in the war against

Others joined the Mexicans against the Texans.

Thrust into such a life, it is little vJOnder that the removed
tribesmen failed to make the progress predicted by Jackson
and other defenders of his removal policy.

9I1 a 17__ a.n, __E!.~.:-2..£.:::£~.
A ~· a _!l_:~'
I dians
t

...:. <-'

p 1) •
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In the end, the removals proved only an expedient.
The emigrants 1 titles to land in the \•lest proved less st&.ble
than those they had held in the East.

Before the r•emova1 of

the eastern tribes had been concluded, the lands in the·Westj
guaranteed in perpetuity to the Indians by the United States
government 1 had already begun to fall to vJhite expansionism.
II.

10

\VAS JACKSON AN INDIAN-Hil.TER?

'l'he average frontiersman who daily had to face the
danger of Indian attack had a burni.ng hatred for that race.
Generally, he also held the Indian in contempt as an inferior
human being.

It vJOuld be out of' the ordinary for a man \vho

had ltvod almost all his life on the frontier not to have
developed these attitudes.

Yet, there is little evidence to

. indicate that Jackson hated Indi CU"'lS • . Occasional comments in
his letters and speeches indicate the contrary.

Yet, one must tc.ke care not to confuse compasr.ion
with his

ever~present

expediency.

For example, Jackson wrote

in 1802 to Colonel McKinney, commo.nder of mD.:I. tia in Jackson
County, Tennessee, ordering him to prevent an officer under
his command from continuing his illegal raids on Indian
camps.

He also expressed concern over

ne~<Js

that the civil

authorities in McKinney 1 s county had ignored a recent murder

10~.1!Iah oney,

II

p u. bJ.•J.e 0 pJ.nJ.on,
-' •
II p. 7J. •

•
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of an Indian.

Did this illustrate Jackson's senee of

fai~ness

to Indians, or does it merely show that he understood the
serlousness of the situation better than others?

In -the same

letter, he explained ths.t:
••• your county being on the Frontier place your
citizens in a da.Q.gerous sltuation, and the
unwarrantable act of killing the Indian lately may
involve in it_ the lives of a numh.e_r~oJ~_t._b..eL___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~-------1~·n=r~l~o~c~e~n~t~.=.~.~.~IL

I Apparently, Jackson feared that the -.,.Jronged Indians might
1 seek revenge against innocent whites.
Other correspondence also indicated that Jackson's
feelings for the Indian might be based on expediency.

In a

letter expressing concern for the plight of the Creeks,
Jaekson wrote that "the vJhole creek nation ls in a most
v1ri tched State, and I must repeat, that they

m~§. t.

be fed and

This was not compassion, for• Ja.ckson continued:
u,,,or necessity will compell them to embrace the proffered
. . h •••• ul2
friends.h ip of t_e
h Br1t1s

NeverfheJ.ess, Jackson 1 s feelings toHard the Indie.ns
were not

~-Ji thout

genuine compe.ssion.

FolloHing the defeat

of the Creek renegrade Red Sticks, for example, Jackson
expres&ed regret in a letter that "two or three women and
11

To Colonel McKinney, May 10, 1802.
I, p. 62.

Corresponc1~gce,

Bassett,

12 1'o Secretary Armstrong, Fort Jackson, August 10,
Bassett, Corresnondonce, II, p. 25. ·

_c__ _ _
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children "tJere killed by accident; • 11

.at the end of the Creek

war, Jackson was openly touched by the condition of the Red
Sticks.
of

"Could you only see the misery and

tho::.~e

th~

wretchedness

creo.tur:>e.s, 11 Jackson vJrote to his t-dfe, Rachel,

"perishing from want of food and Picking up the grains of
corn scattered from the mouths of

I

.

/

If there were no other

hcl~ses • 111 3

evidenc~

the fact that he

adopted an Indl.an boy >JOuld tend to counter the cho.rge that

Jackson hated Indians as a race.

He wrote to his wife in

I

/

.. .[f am sending to you7 ••• the little Lyncoys.•
He is· the only branch of his farnily left, and the other·s
when offered to them to take care of would have nothing
to do vdth hJ.rn but Hantecl him to be k:tLLed •••• my
interpreter took him up carried him on his back and
brou.ght him to me. Charity a.nd Chri.sti~l...'1ity says he
o:1ght to be talcen care of and I send him to my little
Andrew and fi_ hope will adopt him as one of our
family •••• 1

II
(

I

In the following years, many of Jackson's letters to
his \·Jife mention the adopted child.

Some examples follo-vJ:

1~
••• kiss my THo sons for me ••• "'

.
\

• •• tell the two little Andrews I £&ay God to bless
them, I hope they will be good boys.

----·---13

tvrarquis Ja.l1ws, Life, pp. 171, 176.

ll.~To Mrs. Jackson, F'ort Strother, December 19, 1813.
&.ssett, .forre~'Jonden£_£, I: pp. 1.:-00~·le
lSTo Mrs. Jackson, St. Marks, April

Q~rrenn_9_nd~~-~, II, p. 3.58.

16
19, 1823.

8, 1818.

To Mrs. Jackson, Rogersville, r:t·ermessee.
Bassett, CorreSJ)_~_Q.den.g..s..' III, p. 21).

Bassett,
November

L:_

i'

91-t
1-

••• I would be delighted to receive a letter from
.••• Lyricoya •••• I 'L<JOuld llke to exhibit •• . ffij·r!!l• • •to
Hr •. Monro~ and the Secratary ?f. War, as I mean t.Q try
to nave h1m rec.ei ved at the mllJ. tary school ••• • lr
•• .':J.lell Lyncoya to read his gook and be a good boy
and obey you in all things •• :.l
••• Tell Lyncoya I expect him to be a good boy and
to hear from you vJhe.n I come home that he has bel~
s.o in my absence, and has learned his Book Y.Jell.
It appears that J'ackson 1 s attitudes tot-Jard the Indians
we~e

not based on a racial hatred at all.

He did not make

war on them or urge their removal because he held them in
contempt.

Rather, it seems that he considered them to be

OLl.tside the mainstream of American life and, of neceus:i.ty,
had to be treated in a manner that would best serve the
ilmnediate interests of national growth, unity and safety.

l7To Mrs. Jackson, Washington, December 7, 1823.
Bassett, £2r~~spon~e~£, III, pp. 21S-6.
1 8'11o Ivlrs. Je.ckson, Washington, December 28, 1823.
Bassett~ Qor~£~nd~~~; III, p. 220.

1824.

19 To Mrs. Jackson, Washington, D. C., March 27,
Bassett, Corre~..£C2nCL~'1C_£, III 1 p. 241.
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